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UNH may he evacuation site
By Brion O sconnor
UNH may become one of six
major reception centers in the
evacuation plan of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant,
according to Michael Scarks,
project manager at the
consulting firm of Costello,
Losmasny and DeNapoli.
"Basically, what we intend to
do now is lay out a program
verbally so that the Town
Administrator" :rnci TJnivn1;;ity
officials can discuss it," said
Scarks.
UNH Vice President of
Financial Affairs and
Administration Frank
Bachich, speaking before the
Durham Board of Selectmen at
the joint town-university
meeting last Monday night,
said he had been approached
by the New Hampshire Civil
Defense Agency regarding the
possibility of using the school
as a reception center.
"I would hope that we (the
Town of Durham and UNH)
could work together as a group
to respond to that request,"
Bachich said.

t

POOR TURNOUT - A voter registration rally yesterday was ·
poorly attended; story on page 3. (Tim Skeer photo)

Handler sums up her tenure
By _Julie Deady
In response to the consensus
that the new alcohol policies
are too strict, President Evelyn
Handler said she disagreed.
In an interview Tuesday
Handler said, "If properly
enforced, if humanistically and
properly handled, it's not too
strict."
The alcohol policy,
instituted in September, is
perhaps the most prominent
issue affecting the student
body.
UNH has very high academic

standards which are clouded by concerned parents, but the
its reputation as a "party students themselves. These are
school."
angry people who don't want
"This school has a reputation the damaging reputation to
for starting its weekends on continue."
Thursday."
Handler responded to the
As a result, she noted that common excuse that UNH isn't
students were failing to show as bad with respect to partying
up for Friday classes, in as other schools. She said she
addition to studying less.
doesn't care how we compare,
She said that before she took because there should be no
her position as President, "The comparisons made.
University received numerous
To further stress her desire to
letters complaining about the_ preserve the U niver~ity'~
degree of alcohol consumption.
These did not only come from HANDLER, page 7

stressed that no formal
proposal has been developed to
this date.
"All we've done at this point
is ask for a meeting with the
proper officials to discuss the
possibilities," Foley said.
"Before any formal proposal
can be submitted, we first have
to thoroughly inventory all

people from the ,24 site
communities will have to be
distributed to the surrounding
reception centers," he said.
The reception centers serve
four major functions in the
event of an emergency- or
natural disaster, according to
Edward Thomas of the Federal
Emetgency Management
Agency (FEMA).
"If it's a nuclear accident, the

possible

reception

Eilleen Foley, director of the
N.H. Civil Defense Agency,

host

communitic.:s,

taking into account their traffic
patterns and facilities
available," said Scarks, whose
firm of Costello, Losmasny and .
DeNapoli is contracted by the
state to develop the Seabrook
evacuation plan.
Scarks said all communities
within a ten-mile radius of the
Seabrook plant will be
evacuated to outside communities.
"All tota lied. a_!?out 110))00
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Injury forces honor
student to withdraw
more than 50 percent of the
By David Andrews
Because of departmental clinical part of her course,_
policy and state law, a 20 year which is equally important.
Because of this, and other
old nursing major, on the
Dean's list was recently told she scheduling re~trictions Robin
would have to withdraw from was told she could not make up
school for a semester due to an the clinical until next year.
According to Juliette Petillo,
injured foot.
Robin Fowler, a junior associate professor and
Nursing major is not allowed chairman of the Nursing
by New Hampshire state law to Department, situations such as
work in any hospital with her this occur about once a year
foot in a cast because of safety due to physical or academic
reasons.
reasons, officials said.
"If I stay on it will cost me an
Consequently, she missed ·
more than 18 percent of her extra semester of out-of-state
first module's clinical labs and tuition," Fowler said. If she has
was told she would have to stay to withdraw, Fowler said she
back a year. Even though would get a job, any job, to pay
Fowler was able to attend class for the extra cost.
- with her injury, she missed
FOWLER, page IS

SCOPE must find
new stage funding
By John Gold
Stokes, Production manager to
Propos-ed- funds for a new SCOPE.
Wanger stage for SCOPE have _ The remaining $15,Q00 was
fallen through.
covered · by a $7000 proposal
Last fall, when SCOPE - from Facilities Services and
wrote up its budget, it budgeted $7000 from Undesginated Gifts
$7500 toward the cost of a new Fund, and alumni fund. The
Wanger stage, which costs remammg $1000 was in
$22,500, according to Austin SCOPE's budget, according to
Jim Singer, chairman of the
Student Activities Fee Council
- INSIDE (SAFC).
However, the only funding
that came through this fall was
$2500 from Facilities
Maintainence said Gail Taylor,
president of SCOPE.
Last Tuesday, SAFC tabled
a proposal which would have
allowed SCOPE to withdraw
Soccer team ties Keene 1-1, from its Previous Yea rs
Reserves, a fund which is used
story, page 20.
to buy "anything that will
Cal..::ndar ...................... page 5 improve the organization at
Classified .................... page 17 all," according to Singer.
The proposal was tabled
Comics ........................ page 14
because
it would not have been
Editorial ..................... page 10
Features ...................... page 13 poss-ible to get the stage in time
Forum .................. :...... page 9 for the upcoming Pat Methany
Notices ......................... page 6 concert, according to Taylor.
Sports ......................... page 20 SCOPE, page 4

first

monitor the evacuees for any
harmful radiation," Thomas
said, "Secondly, the evacuees
are registered so families can be
reunited. The third step is to
take care of essential needs,
such as medication, and finally
to provide temporary housing
if it is absolutely necessary."
U.N .H.'s ~lose proximity
and spacious_athletic facilities
CENTER, page 6

Cliff Knechtle speaks outside Dimond Library. He was brought to UNH by the Intervarsity
Christian Fellowship. (Carolyn Blackmar photo)
·
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·NEWS IN BRIEF

Gourmet dinner to he pi-esented

·INTERNATIONAL

By Andrea Parker
The Hotel Administration
Gourmet Dinner is heading for
a sell-out. After being on sale
for only three days,there were
only fifty tickets left for Friday,
Oct.22 and Saturday,Oct.23
was sold out as of last Friday.
This rapid sale of tickets,
says Associate Professor of
Hotel Administration
Raymond Goodman, indicate~
that "The historical reputation
of the Gourmet Dinner (held
every semester) is one of
success."
Of the 225 tickets available
for Saturday nights' dinner,
J 35
were bought by the
President's Council and 20
more by Hotel alumni.
Excitement was definitely

General Manager said, "It gives
us practical experience and
puts together everything we've
learned."
Other students present at the
preview dinner on Friday were
Servic~ Manager, Bonnie
Richards, Collin Smith from
the Service Department and
Matthew Biete, Food
Production manager, who had
seniors Dan DeGrace and
Steve Aldent to assist him in
preparing the meal.
The menu cons.isted of
various appetizers and a main
course of LobsterThermadore,
greenbeans with red pepper
sauce, wild rice and spinach
salad with mushroom
medallions and mustard
vinaigrette, topped off by a .

room of the MUB. There will
be music during the cocktail
hour and a musical review after
dinner, followed by dancing.
The students have been
preparing for the dinner since
the second week of the
semester.
"In my past experience with
this kind of an effort,- mos(
dinners of this magnitude took
a lot longer to plan for," said
Goodman.
Along with him, testing the
student's presentation were
Jack Hogan, director of Food
Services, Professor Stephen
Fink of the Whittemore
School, and Jonathan Barsky,
assistant professor of Hotel
Administration. Also present
was Mel Sandler, director of

huilding in the kitchen at the

dessert

the Hutd

preview dinner prepared last
_F riday night.
Altogetner, 18 Hotel
students have worked on this
project for part of Hotel course
667.
Kim Smith, a senior Hotel
major who was chosen above
oth~~ ~p}ic_'!nts for tl_}e job_of

wrapped. in a crepe.
The meal was accompanied
by two different white wines.
Although liquor won't be
served at the dinner itself, it will
be available by Mub Catering
at reasonable prices.
The actual dinner is this
weekend in tl!_t: Grani~e.:_~~te

Another winner
STOCKHOLM-- Gabriel Garcia Marquez of Colombia
received the 1982 Noble Prize in literature yesterday.
Marquez won the honor on the basis of his book "One
Hundred Years of Solitude," and · other works about
government repression, betrayal and death.
The 54 year old author•~ novels have sold more copies than
any other contemporary Spanish Language author.

Pope supports Gamayel
VA ~ICAN CI!Y-- Pope John Paul II told Lebanese
President Amm Gemayel yesterday that he endorses
Gemayel's _appeal that Lebanon be a free country.
·The. meetmg too½ place amid tight security precautions
following tho cxplo.31011 of a lJu111lJ \Vttfoesaay in front OI the
Lebanese Embassy in Rome.

NATIONAL
Foreign enrollment up
Foreign student enrollment continues to be one of the few
areas of growth in U_.S. higher edu~ation according to
Wallace Edgerton, president of the Institute of International
Education.
.The amount of internation~l ~tudents increased six percent
this year from last year. This is a slower rate of gain than
prev10us years. Edgerton attributed the slower growth rate to
tlw,,Af ecline in Iran_~~.9 students.

pt ugram .

Everyone seemed to be
anticipating success. "Outstanding" and "Awesome"
were comments made in the
kitchen. Suggestions on how to
improve the presentation were
made, bu~ m~s_t r~~~ti9n_t<_> the
DINNER, page 14

Seniors expected their parents made up the ballots, spent their
By Beth Orzechowski
time colle~ting nominations
Last year's Parents Weekend to come.
and
helped · to send out the
Freshmen
parents
seem
to
be
drew an estimated 1,000
pa~eµt~ to UNH and this year the main contributors to letter to every parent who was
promises to equal, if not exceed Parents Weekend. This may be nominated:
Romano said their input has
because Freshmen year is a
last year's figures.
greatly
contributed to the
time
of
great
adjustment--for
When Parents Weekend first
success of the program.
· began, it was held both fall and both parents and students.
Despite the increase m
Renee Romano,coordinator
spring semesters, with no
specific activities planned. of Parents Weekend said there student involvement, the
Things have changed since then are three basic purposes to the majority of the student body is
still oblivious to the program.
and although now it is only weekend.
It should educate parents
Romano said they mail out
held one semester, in the fall, it
is a weekend full of parent- about UNH. Through open between 10,000 and J 1,000
student activities and · classes updates on Financial pamphlets to parents. Even
though these are mailed 1,Jfd
Aid and·,careeT plahning and
entertainment.
·
class,
bulk rate, they are still
placement
programs,
Romano
Twenty students were asked
whether or not their parents says she hopes to both interest very costly.
Due to the immense cost of
would be attending this and instruct the parents in
weekend; five students from issues of importance to both the weekend, Romano said
they are financially unable to
each respective class. Three out parent and student.
University Theater, athletic advertise in newspapers and
of the five freshmen said their
pa'rents would be attending and events, student performances mail out additional pamphlets
the other two said that their in the MUB PUB and much to the si.udents.
So, for those of you who did
parents had been up earlier in more will provide th·e second
the semester and decided to part of the weekend not know such a weekend
exsisted-it does. This year it
entertainment.
forego the trip this time.
There 1s a great deal of will be held October 22, 23, and
Out of the sophomores, only
one parents was- planning to student participation involved 24, with activities beginning as
attend and it was primarily in Parents Weekend, with early as 8:00 am_( open classes)
because the student was a students sending out letters, and going non-stop, ending
transfer and the parents were and giving tours. A prime with a Brunch at the New
interested in seeing the campus e!ample of this 1s the England Center Sunday
nomination of Parents of the afternoon.
and the foliage.
None of the the Juniors o-r Year. The Student Committee

APB for Tylenol killer
- NE_W YORK--An All Points Bulletin has been put out by
poh~e for t~e susp~ctd Tylenol killer. The suspect, James
Lewis, 36, ahas David Woods and his wife Leann Lewis 35
are consid~red armed and dangerous.
'
·
' '
The pair was last seen driving a brown 1969 AMC
Ambassador station wagon with license plates EPXO42.

Jazz player coming
EXETE~-- Celebrated jazz trombonist Phil Wilson and
sextet will appear in Phillips Exeter Academy's Rockefeller
Hall on Sunday, November 14:
The concert will last from six to eight p.m. and is free and
open t?, the public. \Yilson's arra_ngement of "Mercy, Mercy,
Mercy for Buddy Rich earned him a Grammy nomination in
1969.

Ah~entee ballots come to UNH

Eddy -is third candidate
LEE-- The Provost of the Pennsylvama State University
will visit each campus of the University System of New
Hampshire as the third finalist candidates in search for a new
chancellor.
The candidate, Edward Danforth Eddy, will arrive in New
Hampshire on Tuesday, October 26 to meet with chief
administrators, trustees and members of the Chancellor
Search Advisory Committee on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday.

Rays are deceiving
Today ~ill be sunny but cold with highs near45 according
to the National Weather Service in Concord
Tonight wil_l be clear and cold with lows nea~ 20 followed by
a clear but wmdy and cold Saturday with highs around 40.

_________

111ou::i::ic

Parents Weekend starts today

LOCAL
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By Douglas Morton
Student voting apathy may
be connected to unawareness of
absentee balloting.
"All they have to do is write
to their town clerk," said
Junior Jim Carroll, chairperson of Students For the
University, "or come to the
Student Senate office and get a
form from me. It's a very simple
process."
On the average, the
percentage of absentee ballots
sent out to students from city
halls is small, according to
some city clerks.
Elizabeth Campell, deputy

In the Boston area, ballots
are mailed to a fair number of
students according to Carol
Kostka, supervisor of board of
elections commissions of
Boston City Hall.
"The envelopes that have
college addresses on them
make up a small percentage of
all civilian votes," said Kostka.
Cheryl Calder, a senior
physical education major, said,
"I would really like to vote, but
unfortunately I am unfamiliar
with the process of getting a
ballot through the mail."
Senior nutrition and dietetic
major, Mary Hurd, has

city clerk of Concord City Hall

different reasons for not voting

said, "I would say that less than
I 0% of all absentee ballots we
send go out to students. I think
it's a lack of interest on the
Stl.ldents' part because the
procedure is a simple one."

absentee.
"I did vote by absentee ballot
for two years," said Hurd, "but
I found it hard to make an
informed choice because I
wasn't home enough to know

about candidates."
According to . Carroll, there
seems to be a huge gap between·
the towns, students and the
university.
"I seriously think that more
effort should be made as to
where the students can register
and how they can get an
absentee ballot," said Carroll.
Carroll proposed some
solutions:
-More information should
be provided at easy access to
the student.
- The media should have
more announcements or
advertisements to let students

know about the process.
- The university administraton should inform students via
a direct letter.
Carrop said. "!t ~~ important
BALLOTS, page 14
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Former secret agent blasts CIA

Former CIA agent John Stockwell. (Tim Skeer photo)

By Patty Adams
"The CIA is a mistake. This
country would be stronger and
the world safer if we never
created a CIA."
John Stockwell is the highest
ranking former CIA officer to
publically criticize the
organization. In his word, "to
tell it like it is."
Stockwell spoke for three
hours to a crowd of 100 people
in the Granite State Room
Tuesday night of his thirteen
year career with the CIA.
Stockwell went into the CIA
after serving in the Marine
Corps; feeling it would be "the
most worthwhile thing I could
do with my life."
As a Chief of Operations in
Central Africa and a station
chief during - the Vietnam
conflict, Stockwell's main duty
was to recruit people to "keep
the world free." The CIA
taught Stockwell to "never use
the word 'spy'".
Stockwell said his contacts
or target agents accepted the
recruitment because of the
"satisfaction thev derived fro!Il

contact with the· CIA." .
,
It also provided the recruits
with tax-free money.
Stockwell also spoke of the
"Special Access" agents, who
are women recruited to go to
bed for information.
In 'Vietnam, Stockwell said
he was "ordered not to report
on the corruption of the South
Vietnamese." He said that 98
percent of the information he
collected from agents was
fabricated, but the agents were
labeled reliable sources even
though "everyone knew they
weren't" because to do
otherwise would be disloyal to
Kissinger's policies.
According to Stockwell,
when the United States was
pulling out of Saigon, the CIA
"dumped" 3,000 local
employees.
Stockwell hipiself hag_ _52

people working for him and
when he tried to get them out,
he "goLcaught and almost was
court marshalled."
Stockwell called the
abandonment of the 3,000
people a "traumatic situation."
Stockwell and 1,000 other case ·
officers were given time off, but three months to the day he left
Saigon, he was appointed
Commander of the Angola
Task Force.
"At that point, I made a deal
with the devil," he said. His
reason being, a need to "know
if my government was
essentially right in what th~y
were doing."
His work in Angola and with
the National Security Council
didn't restore his taith m what
he calls the "~l~~k and dagger
STOCKWELL, page 15

Students fail to
attend voter rally
.

-

.

By Beth Orzechowski
will support the University, you
A rally held yesterday at will be paying a great deal more
Thompson Hall to inform money next year for tuition.
students about voter registra- You must exercise your voting ·
tion was poorly attended with privilege," Handler said.
By Denise Morisseau
only about thirty students
Handler concluded with, "If
Beginning this week, Tankard of McLaughlin and planning and taste panels #said attending.
you do not care to vote for any
Nutrition at Work, an employee of Stillings, created Dawson. She is 1,mcertain
Jim Carroll, chairman of the particular candidate, for any
organization established by the the winning slogan used this whether the lack of involve-· Students for the University personal reasons, then simply
UNH dining services to meet week. Sophomore, Holly ment for the past year is caused Council coordinated the rally vote for the benefit of the
student needs and preferences, Gordon, of Eaton, Mini Dorm, by apathy or satisfaction of the which featured Jeff Gore, University."
is having a Waste Food created "If your eyes are bigger students.
Johnson, says that due to her
Students for the University
than your stomacp., squint,"
Prevention_pr9gram.
Legislative Coordinator, position, she has had the
"I
would
like
a
strong
UNH's waste prevention and · Ron Lavalee Jr. of student committee again. It's President Handler, Student opportunity to speak to many
program began Saturday, Williamson, created "Wasting very effective to have student Body President Karen students during the semester.
food is tasteless".
October 16th.
Johnson, and Greg Sanborn, Many say _ they are not
feedback/' said Dawson.
· Part of the activities decided
Dean of students.
interested in politics--both
Students in every dining hall
Mimi Burns, Student
The rally began with Carroll state and nationaf. Johnson
fwill iSee posters to remind them upon for the.n.e.xtJ.br.ee weeks .
Senator and chairperson of . stating the basic purposes of challenged those students by
not to waste food and to make are:
Residential Life Committee,
them a ware of the costs. These
-Slips of paper in a said that David Scanlon had the rally. Carroll hoped to asking, "Are you interested in
activities are a continuation of bookmarker shape placed on been appoi_µted Dining make students a ware of their tuition cost?" Politics do affect
voting privileges and also to the University.
UNH's Respect for Food the trays with the weekly slogan
Gore gave some specifics
supply them with pertinent
Cam·p aign established two and statistics of food wasted Se_ry_i~es Representative
.
information
on
registering
and
about
the process of
- years ago.
and its cost.
obtaining absentee ballots.
registering. Anyone can
The Waste Food Prevention
-Tables displaying the whole 'It's effective to have
Carroll said he would like register in Durham if that
committee voted unanimously foods taken by the students and
students to know that their vote person is a full time student and
last week to entitle the first of left on their trays uneaten. The
is important in both state and lives in Durham, with the
their three week program itemized cost of these foods will
student feedback~ national elections. Unfortun- stipulation that you have not
"Catch the Mood Let's Save be listed.
ately, many candidates do not previously registered at you
Food".
take the student population hometown. If you are
-Table tents, folded cards on
into
consideration because so registered in you hometown
Jennifer Yount, senior Hotel each table with the slogan and
Both Yount and Dawson few of the students actually then absentee ballot forms were
Administrator major and suggestions to cut do_wn waste. spoke
of the need to have · vote.
available at the rally. Both
intern of Nurition at Work,
greater Residential Life
"It is my goal to see students must be done by this Saturday.
,
-Posters
welcoming
st~dents..
said, "Our program is to make
gain some initiative and vote.
Carroll stressed that if only
the students more aware of the to taste the food first or take Representation.
.. We were not informed of Ourstudentbodyisapathetic," 10% of the students present
. food they waste and the money - only half portions.
the activities of the dinfng Carroll said.
were to register, it would have
that it costs them."
Hanne Dawson, director of service," said Burns. -"Scanlon
President Handler impressed
Nutrition at Work, said, "We could not attend the meeting of upon the crowd that the made the whole rally
worthwhile.
Each week, the prevention would like wider publication of
· 13th for some University continues to lose
In closing Carroll said,
program will stress a different our events so students will October
unknown reason."
- state support and yet, by voting "There are wars raging 'all over
area of waste and will be become aware of the
Burns said she would call for those candidates who will _ the world with people dying for
entitled with the three winning importance of our program."
Dawson and further the support the University, we as _ the privilege to vote. In-United
slogans selected from a campus
Two years ago more students Senates involvement with students can change things.
States we have this privilege,
wide contest.
"Unless you elect those who but do not use it."
Sophomore Jennifer_ were active in th_e menu Nutrition at Work.

Program trys to stop food waste

Assassins receive orders to kill from computer
By Peter Schlesinger
A shot rang out in the
Kingsbury Hall computer
cluster last Monday evening;
Dan G le neck's convulsing
body slunk to the floor. A man
dashed ,from the building.
The 19-year-old UN H
sophomore bled to death
within minutes, the victim of an
exciting computer game called
QUEUE!
QUEUE is an assassination
game in which each player is
assigned to 'kill' another player
by shooting him with a toy gun.

The game is open to all
students who obtain a
common-access projectprogrammer number (PPN) at
the PPN office, Kingsbury
Hall, Room Ml 17, and have
purchased either a . rubbertipped dart gun or a ping-pong
ball gun, available at Kaybee
Hobby store at the Newington
Mall. The guns may be
purchased for about two·
dollars.
To register for the game, a
program called QINFO must
be run. Following LOGIN, the

command,'RUN QINFO
( 1000,47433)' is entered.
The program will ask a
variety of informational
questions: name, address, sex,
height, weight, hair · and eye
color, and off limit hours.
Off limit hours are those
hours a player is in class or at
work, An assassin may not
attack a target when he/ she is
in either of these places; the
assassin may not be attacked
here, either.
Once registered for the game,
players are notified by

computer mail as to the game
start time and their assassination target. A player may shoot
only his target or assassin. Full
documentation of game rules
are available with the
command, 'QUEUE HLP
( l000,47433).
A QUEUE master is the sole
arbiter in the course of the
game and responsible for all
rule interpretations, disputes,
reports, and game complaints.
- The prese~mes'~.Q_UEUE
QUEUE, page S
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SCOPE
·cuSTOM T-SHIRT
Businesses, clubs, organizations
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Many styles available
No order too small

N.H. PRINTW0RKS
3131 Lafayette Road

PETER C. GREIDER

Portsmouth. N_H_ 03801

603-431-8319
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( continued from page 1)
can't say the stage is decrepit,"
admits "a new one is definitely
needed."
The stage is constructed of
I6x4 foot panels made of 2x8
inch planks screwed together.
Every time it is set up, some of
these planks must be replaced,
according to Stokes.
"They've been doing this for
15 years," he said.
.. : The new stage would be a
Wanger type stage, "said
Stokes. The University already
owns 16 pieces of a Wanger
stage, so the new one would be
compatable with what they
already have.
_
According to Austin, the
new stage would require three
men, two hours to set up; in
contrast to the four men and

Now SCOPE 1s look{ng to
the University for part of the
funding.
"If the University is a major
_user of it ( the stage) it should
contribute most of the cost,"
said Student Body President
Karen Johnson.
Stokes agrees. "We would
really like the University to pay
for it. It's a multi purpose
stage," he said, "We had hoped
that it would be considered by
the University generous for the
students to contribute one third
( of the cost)."
The alternative funding is
still in the "research stages
now," said ,Johnson.
The present stage is over 40
years old, according to Stokes,
who says that although "We

four hours required to set the
present one up.
"In the long run, it would
saye the University money,"
said Ted Puchlopeck, from
University Special Events, the
group responsible for
transporting and setting the
stage up.
Although there is nothing
definite, Stokes and Johnson
seem confident that a new stage
is coming.
"I don't think it will be a
problem once the University
sees the present stage."
"I think there's University
money out there that could be
used for thist said Johnson,
"It's their stage, they should
pay for it," said Stokes.

For Fleece Wear

Questions
Get Physical!

" ???????
• • • • • • •

Ask Gordian Knot!
Send questions to:
Gordian Knot, The New Hampshire
The MUB

With these
trim prices,
it's easy...
Fashion fleece
cotton blend
separates ... ·
soft ...
warm ...
easy care ...
easy prices...
7:00 & 9:30 p.m .

The Hooded Top: Snap Front Kangaroo
pouch pockets, taped with heavy
duty cotton at the stress points
Available in grape, midnight,
charcoal and blugrass ... sizes: S,M,L,XL
Regular $19.95 Our Trim Price $15.99
The Matching Pant: Trim cu·t with
two pockets, heavy duty drawstring
at waist and non-stretch elastic
at cuffs. Contrasting piping down
the leg ...
Regular $13.95 Our Trim Price $11.99
Downtown Durham
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WL JEANE DIXON'S HOROSCOPES-BY-PHONE:
You never know what might happen today. But you can always ask the
stars.Jeane Dixon's latest one-minute forecast is just a phone call away-24
hours a day. It's always fun to call, and if you check the rate chart, you'll find
out when you can call for practically nothing. And who knows. That one call
might just make your day.
Aries (March 22-April 20) ... 1-212-976-5050
Taurus (April 21-May 21) .... 1-212-976-5151
Gemini (May 22-June 21) .... 1-212-976-5252
Cancer Oune 22-July 23) .... 1-212-976-5353
Leo Ouly 24-Aug. 23) ....... 1-212-976-5454
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 23) .... 1-212-976-5656
Monday-Friday 8 am-5 pm
Sunday-Friday 5 pm-11 pm
Sunday-Friday 11 pm-8 am
All Day Saturday
Sunday 8 am-5 pm

Libra (Sept. 24-Oct. 23) ..... 1-212-976-5757
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22) ... 1-212-976-5858
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21) 1-212-976-5959
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20) .. 1-212-976-6060
Aquarius Oan. 21-Feb.19) .. 1-212-976-6161
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 21) .. 1-212-976-6262

1st Min.

Extra Min.

58¢

39¢

34¢
23¢
23¢

24¢

23¢

16¢

16¢
16¢

These rates apply on calls you
dial yourself, no operator
involved, from the Durham area.
Tax not included.
*A servic<> mark of Horoscopes-By-Phone, Inc.

@New EnglandTelephone -
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QUEUE
(continued from page 3)
master is Rene Lapointe, a 20- QUEUE has been widely
year-old freshman majoring in accepted and played with more
Computer Science.
than 500 players per game at
"It's a fun game," said Tufts, Cornell, and Worcester
Lapointe, "because you really Polytechnical Institute, over
taj(e the assignments seriously. the past four or five years.
You know someone's after you
Only four or five players are
and you're careful. When left from_ the original twelve
you're playing the game, you students playing the first UNH
tend to be very suspicious of game, while over twenty
your friends."
players have registered for the
Lapointe described a recent next one.
assassination in which two
Gleneck, interviewed before
brothers were assigned to kill his death, said he had heard
each other. One found out that about the game through a
his brother was trying to kill fellow computer friend . "It
him. Instead of coming in the sounded really interesting and
front door, where he knew his quite different, so I thought I'd
brother would be watching join. Now, I think it's
television, he crept around to extraordinarily fun," said
the side of the house. Climbing Gleneck.
· a ladder, he entered the second

He

is

survived

by

his

floor window, took off his roommates, Jeff Michaud
shoes, sneaked downstairs and (who was killed last week) and
shot him.
--Rob Crowele, both of Gibbs
Originating at Harvard, Hall.

DOVER
ICE ARENA
Stick Practice
Mon.-Fri.
11:30-1:00
.
I',

~ ~ -·-----.,_ ~I
·il ·-"-.. !!1.-

Public Skating
Mon.-Fri.
10:00-11 :30 a.m.
Sunday
3:00-4:30

E"elyn H~ndler ,viii spe~.k. Gr~nite St~te Room , Memorial Union, 9

•

Let MIKAN Theatricals outfit you this year ·

for sale or rent.
. wigs-makeup-masks-scars
blood-noses-warts-fangs

PARENTS WEEKEND: Lectures, presentations, athletic events,
workshops and more. Registration and information, Memorial
Union Lobby, 3-5 p.m. Continues through Oct. 24.
WOMEN'S SOCCER: vs. UVM. Field House, 3 p.m.
MEN'S SOCCER: vs. Plymouth State. Field House, 3 p.m.
GYMNASTICS SHOWCASE: UNH Women's Gymnastic Team
will perform traditional competitive and daredevil routines. Field
House, 7 p.m. Adults $3; students $2; UNH students with ID $1.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick's
musical comedy, "She Loves Me". Directed by Carol Lucha-Burns.
Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. General $4;
students and employees/ senior citizens $3. Continues through Oct.
23
FALL FA CULTY LECTURE SERIES: The Blurring of Childhood
into Adulthood: A New Theory of Television's Effect, Joshua
Meyrowitz, communications. New England Center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Jon Perrault Band/ Bill Morrissey. memorial Union, 8
p.m; $1.25. UNH ID/ proof of age required.
PARENTS WEEKEND: Registration and information, Memorial
Union lobby, 9 a.m.-4 p.m. Continues through Oct. 24
PARENTS WEEKEND WELCOMING ADDRESS: President

110 Portland Ave.
on
Kari.:van Route
"Dover A"

COMPLETE. COSTUMES

FRID A Y, October 22

SATURDAY, October 23

"¼rt~.~G~\N \

I.{~ l1A\JN{ING

CALENDAR

a.m.
FOOTBALL: vs. Northeastern. Cowell Stadium, 1:30 p.m.
PARENTS WEEKEND DINNER: Buffet dinners followed by
student entertainment in the MUB PUB. Granite State Room,
Memorial Union, 4:30-6 p.m. and 6:30-8 p.m. $8.50.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: .. She Loves Me". Johnson Theater,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. General $4; students and
employees/ senior citizens $3.
·
SUNDAY, October 24

PARENTS WEEKEND BRUNCH: New England Center, 11 a.m.2 p.m. $7.50 per person. Call 862-2815 for reservations.
MUSO FILM: "The Conformist" (Bernardo Bertolucci). Strafford
Room; Memorial Union, 7 & 9:30 p.m. $1.
· MUB PUB: DJ Night with The Now Sound Express playing your
requests and the best in recorded music. Memorial Union, 8 p.m.
50¢. UNH ID/proof of age required.UNH WIND SYMPHONY
AND SYMPHONIC BAND: Stanley Hettinger and Nicholas
Orovich, directors. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8
p.m.
MONDAY, October 25
AMLL FILM: ~•Padre Padrone" (Paolo and Vittoria Taviani).
Room l lO, Murkland, 7 p.m. $1.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE WORKSHOP: U.S. Controls on
Export Trade. Sponsored by DCE with assistance from the Dept. of
Commerce and the N.H. Dept. of Resources and Economic
Development.New England Center,8:30 a.m.-4p.m.$45 feer
information and registration, write DCE or call 862-2015.
TUESDAY, October 26
WOMEN STUDIES BAG LUNCH: Is It Possible For A Woman
At UNH To Combine Family and Career: A Discussion. Cathryn
Adamsky. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 12:30-2
p.m.

(603) 926-2744
phone for directions
Showroom Hours
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Mon.-Sat. ,

·THEATRICALS
Tide Mill Road Hampton, NH
54

03842

The New Hampshire ( USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 AM-2 PM. , Academic year subscription:
$18.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part of an
advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER : send address changes to The Ne w
Hampshire. 151 MU B, UN H , Durham, NH, 03824. 11,000 copies per issue
printed by Journal Tribune, Bidc,leford Maine .

COSA
LINDA.

250/o OFF ALL CLOTHING
Through Nov. 7
Sample Prices
Brushed Alpaca Sweaters
Wool Mexican Sweaters
Ponchos
Muslin Mexican Wedding Shirts
Jergas (Cotton Jackets)
Wool Scarves
Wool Caps

Reg.

Now

49.95 - 89
49.95 - 89

37.46 2/66.75

29.95 - 89.95

22.46 - 67 .49

19.95

14.96

16.95

12.71

12.95

9.71

6.95

5.21

MAKING CAREER/
LIFE DECISIONS
Learn how to evaluate and
improve your decision making.

37.46 2/66.75

Tuesday, October 26
12:30 - 2:00 p.m.
Grafton Room - MUB
Program Sponsored By
Career Planning & Placement Service
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. ACADEMIC
TAU BET A Pl TUTORIALS: Sponsored by
Engineering Honor Society. Mondays, A.S.M.E.
Lounge, Kingsbury, 7 to 9 p.m.
"WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN
PHYSICAL EDUCATION?" Sponsored by
Liberal Arts Advising Center. Tuesday, Oct. 26, ~
Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, I to 2 p.m.
JUNIOR YEAR IN DIJON PROGRAM OPEN
MEETING: French Dept. sponsors this event each
year for students studying French who meet
certain criteria. Thursday, Oct. 28, Room IOI,
Murkland, 2:30 p.m.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All Courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
DECIO GRAPHICS: Provides overview of
pr<;>grams available for mapping and plotting,
making it easier to match programs to specific
needs. Prerequisite: Beginning timesharing.
Wednesday, Oct. 27, 2 to 4 p.m. Fee $2.

COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER

CAREER
METHODS OF MAKING CAREER/ LIFE
DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement, Counseling & T estin_g and LA
Advising Center. Monday, Oct. 25, Grafton
Room, Memorial Union, 2:30 to 4 p.m.
MUB INFORMATION TABLE: Sponsored by
Career Planning & Placement. For students who
find it difficult to schedule regular appointments.
Monday. Oct 25. Ml JR R:llronyTahle. Memorial
Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
METHODS OF · MAKING CAREER/ LIFE
DECISIONS: Sponsored by Career Planning &
Placement. Tuesday, Oct. 26, Grafton Room,
Memorial Union, 12:30 to 2 p.m.

CLUBS & ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Tuesday,
Oct. 26, Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 4:30 to
7 p.m. $10/year or $6/four months.
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION
MEETING: Thursdays, M212, Paul Creative Arts
Center, I to 2 p.m. Remember your parents with a
· rose, Oct 22 - sold at MUB and Huddleston
X-C SKIING DRYLAND TRAINING CLINIC:
Sponsored by Ski Team, Cory Schw~rtz (coach).
Dryland training methods covered with help ot
UNH skiers and top NH high school coaches.
J

Sunday, Oct. 24, Field House, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m .
Admission: $3 per person.
COMPUTER ·sERVICES

WEDNESDAY NIGHT SERIES AT THE
COUNSELING & TESTING CENTER:
••someone Close Drinks Too Much: What Should
I Do?" - Debra Lastoff. Wednesday, Oct. 27,
Schofield House, 7-to 9 p.m.

GENERAL
CR'ISIS IN CENTRAL AMERICA SLIDE
PRESENTATION: Sponsored by Student
Political Forum/ Committee in Solidarity With the
People of El Salvador. Ginny Bradley, participant
in OXFAM field study tour to Central america,
will present slides and lead discussion on
development strategies in Nicaragua and Costa
Rica. Tuesday, Oct. 26, Room 214, Hamilton
Smith, 7:30 p.m.
LIFE SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE
SCHOLARSHIP: Applications for the Barbara
M. Lucier Endowed Scholarship in the amount of
$1,000 for an undergraduate student should be
forwarded, supported by two letters of
recommendation, to: Robert 0. Blanchard,
Associate Dean, College of LS&A, Taylor Hall.
Deadline for completed applicatins is Oct. 29.
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: ••Plato" by
Donald J. Wilcox, History, Tuesday, Oct. 26,
Room 303, James Hall, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. _

u

MUSO Presents ....

(continued

from page 1)

(the Field House and Sniv~ly
Arena) _ make it a . le_ading
candidate as a reception center.
Other proposed communities
are Manchester, Naxhua,
Dover, Rochester and Salem,
Scar ks said.
If chosen as a major
reception center, U.N.H. will
become the second school in
the University system to serve
that ca_pacity. Keene State
College in Keene, N.H., is the
major reception center for the
area surrounding the Vermont
Yankee nuclear facility on the
Conneticut River.
"The major misconception
students have concerning
Keene State's role in the
Yankee evacuation plan is that
we're a relocation center rather

Environmental Law Council
sees the evacuation plan as little
more than "political gymnastics."
"It's ridiculous to think that
any evacuation from Seabrook
could be conducted orderly. It
would be pure chaos," Brown
Said.
Durham Selectman · James
Chamberlain said the town has
had success with a previous
plan concerning the evacuation
of Pease Air Force Base.
•·ouring a hurricane warning
a few years back we were
effectively able to put the police
and fire aspects of the plan into
affect," he said, "It must be well
coordinated with the town."
There is no specific timetable
for the completion of the plan.

than a reception center," §laid

According to Bruce Beckley,

Keene State Director. of Manager of Nuclear Projects at
Maintenance Bob Mallat.
the Public Service Company of
"This is completely false. · N.H., a formal evacuation plan
Our -1esponsibility is simply to must be recommended by
process any evacuees, while the FEMA and approved by the
American Red Cross handles Nuclear Regulatory Commall the housing and sheltering ission before the Seabrook
aspects of the plan," Mallat plant can be licensed and begin
said.
operation.
· According to Foley there is a
•• Any problems which occur
good chance that Keene State's off-site are the responsibility of
reception center plan will serve the state," said Beckley.
as a model for a similar plan at ••ironically, we're not involved
U.N,H.
directly with the evacuation
Reaction among U .N. H. has planning, but we 're directly
been mixed. Mike Casino, a · affected by it."
senior Community Develop"Once we've received an
ment major, feels that "if we anwer from the Durham town
(the University) have the officials and University
facilities, we should be able to authorities, we11 proceed from
use them to benefit those there," said Scarks. "These
who've been forced from their evacuation plans, ideally, never
homes."
have to be used. But if an
Geoff Brown, an Environ- accident does occur, they're
mental Conservation major indispensable.'~
currently in.terning with the

OF PORTSMOUTH, INC.

Dunhill
LOOKING FOR AJOB?
_CAREER CHANGE?
439 Middle St.

Thursday, October 28
· Sunday October 24
Final Battle Of The Airbands!
ALL REQUEST NITE!
In the MUB PUB
Admission: 50~
Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
UNlI ID/ Proof of age required

tEARN SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
•Confidentiality-Motivation Training
•Expert Counseling•Resume Preparation

LOW COST SATURDAY SEMINAR
Course limited to 20 each Sciturday
For
Immediate
reservations

603~4_36-2272

Muso Presents The Internationally Acclaimed Film ...

The Most Comfortable
Running Shoe on Earth.,..

The Conformist

newbalance/11420
now thru
Oct. 30

men's and
women's

$39.99

... Not to mention asphalt. The New Balance 420
Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci
Starring: Jean-Louis Trintignant, Stefania Sandrelli,Dominique Sanda

Trintignant portrays an upper-class follower of Mussolini who must
demonstrate loyalty to the fascist state by assassinating his former professor.
Director Bertolucci's breakthrough film equates the rise and fall offascism with
the dreadful life of the protagonist for whom conformity becomes an obsession
after a traumatic sexual experience in his youth.
Sunday, _October 24
Strafford Room---MUB

Italian with English subtitles

7:00 & 9:00 pm
Admission: $1 :00

is America's best selling running shoe, over $40,
and th~ reason is comfort!

,s·
RED

Available in widths

· Broadway

742-1893

~1SHOE
BARN

0

..\O~

· Dover, N.H.
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HANDLER
( continued from page 1)

magazine, a picture of an diploma in one hand, and a
excited college student on , bottle of champagne in the
graduation day ho_!_ding a other.
She said she knows many
people feel she acted
Happy Frirkin'
irra tion~ly, but she felt

reputation, Handler referred to
the action she took to change
the -~over on th~ Alumnus

Birthday,

SUSAN SEPICH!!
Ho1w it isn 't n

STRE.S.SFl TL OllP!!
(m•t·t•r mind!)
your tunE!_ & oatmeal fan.

He's got a funny wa
of looking at life.

.

· University Theater

THE WORLD
· ., . J:oloDING

·,.:_ ygg,

60th Anniversary Season
presents

the musical by Jerry Bock and
,~eldQn Harnick

University of New Hampshire
Durham

Directed by Carol Lucha Burns

General : $4

Musical direction by
David Seiler and Nanette Arnstein
-October 19,21 ,22,23at 8p.m.
October 20 at 2 p .m.
Preview: October 18 at 8 p .m.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Ceriter

•

USNH students, employees,
' alumni; Seniors: S3
Preview: $1
Reservations: 862-2290
Dinner Theater Package
f;Jew England Center Restaurant

strongly · that the carefree,
alcohol-related image depicted
in that photograph went
against the image of UNH that
she has fought so hard to
protect.
She added that she didn't
care how much it cost to
correct, she'd stand by that
decision.
·
Handler said that alcohol is a
dangerous drug, and expressed
her regret about the tragic
stories of students hurting
themselves as a result of abuse
of this drug. She also discussed
the problem of physical
damage, to the dorms. She feels
strongly that there is something
wrong with destruction as a
result of someone being out of
control because of alcohol.
"We ::irt- hnf' to react to the
student's needs,"·said Handler.
She referred to the repairs
made on the dorms over the
summer. She said, "We do this
for the students, not for
ourselves."
?resident Handler expressed
her frustration with how to deal
with students. She said there
are clinics and literature to
educate people on the correct
way to - handle alcohol,but
unfortunately some people just
don't learn.
She admits she had no clear
knowledge of the effects of the
-new policy on the social life in
the dorms.
Handler said she agrees with
the possibility that many
students are carrying on their
social life in small groups,
behind closed doors because of
these new restrictions.

Scope Presents

She also said she was not
a ware of the possibility of
increased popularity of
fraternity parties because of the
lack of enforcement · of the.
minimum age requirement.
She suggested that perhaps
the widespread interest in these
kinds of parties by the students
will pass in time.
She pointed out that the
alcohol policy;like any other, is
not binding. It should take
about a year before the true
effects can be seen.
It is merely _an experiment, a
measure she felt was necessary
to take for lack of a better
solution. "I believe the social
and intellectual development of
a person go hand in hand, but
we must think of the benefit of
all students," she said.
When asked if she felt the
RA 's were enforcing the policy,
she could only respond that she
had no direct control over
them, but hoped that for the
sake of everyone involved that
Residential Life was seeing that
_the policy is _enforced.
In summary, she said, "We
get all kinds of complaints, but
on the balance things aren't
going so badly."
According to Handler, she
feels close to the faculty. "I've
had many vigorous, helpful
discussions with them." When
asked how it compares to
others she has worked with, she
said they were all similar in that
they all were very hard working
and cooperative.
President Handler said the
HANDLER, page 8

Wildcat

Durham N.H.

38 Main St.

868-5530
•

Happy Hour

Mon

8 - close

Tues
Wed

The

Happy Hour

-

8 - close

Pizza Night--50¢ off
5 - close

Pat Metheny

Thurs ,

Group

Happy Hour
7 - ·9

.,

Nov. 14th, 8:00 p.m.
Field House
. Tickets on Sale: MUB Ticket Office

Fri

Happy Hour
.

-

7 -9

-

.
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HANDLER .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - <continued from page 7)
salary rate here is definitely patient, ancf try to understand,
under market. "We just don't they have bills to pay. When
have the resources to keep up asked what she was doing to
with the marketplace," she improve this condition, she
said. "But we do rhe best we -said she personally could do
can."
nothing~ but the Board of
She agreed that although the Trustees has a strong
employees have been very committment to the cause.

5C

As most students probably
know by now, Handler has
accepted the offer to become
the next President of Brandeis
University. When asked how
this all carrie about, she said it
was somewhat of a mystery to
her.
The offer -was presented to
her in August because of a
recommendation which she
had no prior knowledge of.
When asked why she decided
to apply for the position, she
said that at the time, she had
given no prior consideration to
leaving UNH.
She feels' that Brandeis isn't
much different from UNH
because it, too, has problems to
be solved.

PHOTO COP~
SPECIAJ.,
8½

X

11"

CAMPUS COPY . 47 Main St. 868-2450

She also ~aid that s:·h e does:n't

consider it a greater challenge.
"Nothing could be a greater
challenge than UNH's budget!"
She accepted because the
offer came at a very opportune
time in her life, and for some
personal reasons that she did
not wish to discuss.
Handler said she has greatly
enjoyed her stay here at UNH,
and has valued her relationships with the faculty and
students with whom she has
come in contact.
She also added that she holds
absolutely no negative feelings
toward the school. She said
although she is female, she was
hired in her capacity, and was
~ backed · with
the utmost
confidence that she could
handle the job.
Although she has accepted a
new position, Handler does not

Dr. Lewis E. Palosky,
.-':lr~---~ptometris"----t

• EYES EXAMINED, GI.ASSES FITIED
• CONTACT LENSES:

*

no obligation free in-office trial
* 90 day 100% refundable fee
• "Extendedwear" lenses available

-~ --Ye contact unlimi~---• Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM ·

123 Market Street, in Jhe Old Harbor District
(603) ~-~200
Portsmouth, NH 03801

UNH CeJebrity Series

feel that she has done all she
can here.
"New things begin every
day," she said. However,
"Nobody is indispensable. The
institute survives although
individuals move about."
Handler feels that she has
done her best with the help of
many people. "After all, no one
can do it alone."
She expressed some regret
towards what she felt was one
of her failures. "The University
can't tackle much more in
terms of budget cuts," said
Handler.
She said perhaps she wasn't
forceful enough when dealing
with the state. She said she felt
bad about having to raise

provide that."
When asked how she
thought the Governor felt
about the University's· tight
budget, she said, "I think the
Governor understands the
value of this institution and its
value to young people," and
added, "l think he cares--1 hope
so."
Handler felt that her
accomplishments, although
numerous, came down to
helping people do what they
want to do by keeping
resources available to them.
In addition, she feels she has
been able to provid~ leadership
to the University. Above alJ,
however, she values her
continuous stress on academic

tuition,

that,

excellence. "It's always been

"students come here for a
quality education, and we must

here, I've just been a catalyst to
bring it out."

but

stated

Now we can detect a breast
cancer smaller than this dot.
At such an early stage, your chances of living a
long, healthy life are excellent But we need
your help. The only proven way to detect a
·cancer this small is with a mammogram. A
mammogram is a low-radiation x-ray of the
breast capable of detecting a cancer long
before a lump can be felt. If you're over 50, a
mammogram is recommended every year. !f
you're between 40 and 50, or have a family
history of breast cancer; co_nsult your doctor.
In addition, of course, continue your regular
self-examinations.

!

American Cancer Society

M.USO presents.

TOKYO

t1 .J

• •

STRING
QUARTET

8p.m. Thursday, November4

Appearing with John Perrault:

BILL MORRISSEY

Johnson Theater, Paul Arts Center
University of New Hampshire
Memorial Union Ticket Office
Monday-Friday
l0a.m. -4 p.m.
603/862-2290

with his unique blend of
acoustic guitar and off-the~wall hum~r.

General Public$7

UNH Faculty /Staff $6

Coming next week to the MUB PUB: The Jim Carroll Band
Tickets on sale NOW

f

1 •

t

tf')

Admission: $1.25
Doors open at 8:00

Friday. October 22. 1982
'·
in the MUB PUB .

Senior Citizens and
NH Students $5
All Tickets at the Door fl
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University Foru·m
John - Bald

Task-oriented 9:11-estionin~
But for Heaven's sake there are times when I look
·a round at the nonsense that clutters my life and I
could collapse, exasperated. I'm not talking- about
anything evil or menacing, just mortal nonsense. It's human and it's natural. We humans don't chase
our tails the way my puppy, Windsor, does. No,
we've lost our tails and become more sophisticated.
Sure, we start off with good intentions, and sound,
honorable goals, but later we- succumb to greed,
emotional self-defense tactics, psycopathic habits,
petty motives and end up taking a million detours
on the journey to our original goals. If that's not
chasing our tails, what is?

minutes more and we're in with the cuboidal
epitheliums. Still later, for the class seems to never
end, we're on the timeless, provocative subject of
parenchymas of the herbacious monocot stem. (By
now I've told the Iranian interogators everything
from my checkbook balance to my girlfriend's bra
size). At this point, about five-thirty, my roomate·
Jeff, droopy-eyed and bloodshot, will turn to me
and say something like, "Insects is best." Dumb
joke, yes, but we nearly tumble down the lecture
hall aisles laughing. It was the funniest, indeed the
most stimulating thing I had heard in an hour and a
half.
Would Professor Haverlin call BIO 403 a taskoriented class?
And when our conversation had hurdled that
queer phrase on that sunny Monday morning, I
pressed him for an explanation for the grade given
on the essay exam. Using variations on the taskoriented theme, he talked for twenty minutes. Some
of it made sense. One thing was clear, he wasn't
going to change the grade.
The grade he gave me was what I call the rageworthy grade. Its effect on the ego is that of a
match to gasoline, it always ignites my ego with
rage. I'm talking about that sonofabitch B-. When I
get a test back with a B-, I see-myself at age seven in
the kitchen. My mother is at the stove warming the
chowder for lunch. I'm at the table drawing a race
car with crayons. Masterpiece completed, I hold it
up to Mom. She smiles briefly and replies, "Nice". I
sulk back to my bedroom and tear the picture to
shreds. Mom gave my race car a B-.If I fooled around in class or neglected to study, I
can accept one of the D's. If I put out the standard .
effort, I feel justified with a C. Most of the time,
though, I try to put out a strong effort, hoping for
something in a B or A. What can I make of B-? It's
so mild. It's better than a D or C, but not a true
member of the higher grades. It's-the bastard son of
a Band A.

Thus we all engage in the production of
nonsense. And I think when you go 10 collegt you
learn about science, liberal arts and;yes, nonsense.
It goes with the degree: BSN, BAN, BFAN and so
on. So here I am at the University of New
Hampshire majoring in English with a mandatory
minor in Nonsense. I'll tell you what I've ~earned
lately.
To begin, let's go -back to last Monday morning
in the office of Professor George Haverlin, my
philosophy teacher. I was there to complain about
the grade I received for an essay exam. I thought it
was unfair because he had asked too many
questions to answer in fifty-five minutes. I told him
there wasn't enough time. "Yes," he said, "it was a
task-oriented test."
I couldn't stop myself from blurting out, "What
the Hell does that mean?" He only gaye me a
different answer to my original question but never
defined his queer phrase.
What sort of esoteric euphemism is that I
wondered. It sounded like a phrase out of an IBM
personnell management manual: '"In order to
· acquaint staff with task-oriented functions, daily ·
. interfacing is nece&,sarv."
· The class I have with Professor Haverlin is
"Politics and Justice in Ancient Greece." On a scale
of preference for the classes I have this semester,
-1Jis one sits in the middle, with.English at the top,.Q(.. .. _
Of course l didn't reveal my feelings to Professor
the list and Biology (until recently, Math) at the
Haverlin. Students are supposed to act as though
bottom. Biology and Math lectures are painful.
they are here to learn without caring about graaes.
They are pertance for enjoying English so mucb. If
If only that were possible. If only I could let my
next semester I find myself in the Middle East, and
curiosity loose on the subjects I'm studying without
the Iranians want to torture me, they can put aside
having to keep one eye on my cumulative g.p.a.
the bright lights, whips, and spiked straps and just
But someone prevents that- someone I live, eat
pick up Finite Mathema-tics and Its Applications,
and sleep with. He is a tall, dark figure with a long,
(Rector & Zwick) and start to lecture. I'll tell them
black hooded robe. He is not unlike the grim
anything.
reaper. On his robe are the insignias of the graduate
My willpower broke this semester, and I dropped
schools I want to apply to . Let's call him the grad
Math. Now my hatred and anguish are focused on
reaper. He always carries with him/the admissions
Biology. In which case Invitation to Bio/ogy(Curtis
sickle. I've never seen his face but I glimpse a smile
& Barnes) may be substituted for torture material.
inside that hood whenever I get a B-. That cheap
I hate Biology class. It ruins my day on a weekly
bastard, he smiles because he knows a B looks okay
basis. On Mondays at four my roomate Jeff and I
on a grad school application but a B- only serves to
get in my car and drive to the Spaulding Life
undermine my g.p.a.
Science Building. To look at us you'd think we were
I think I heard the grad reaper chuckle in
Professor Haverlin 's office last Monday.
driving to the cemetery for our own burial. The
class is BIO 403, "The Living World"(ironic). The
My philosophy class is "Politics and Justice in
lecture starts off with a general concept such as the
Ancient Greece." The material is fascinating-and
origin of life. Before long, we're in the fascination
Haverlin is an interesting lecturer, planting the
world of _autotrophic nutrition, releasing six
seeds of Platonic justice in our souls. Sometimes I'll
oxygen atoms. and a six carbon sugar. Thirty
apply such principles to my everyday problems-

roommate problems, for instance, the ones that
arise from household crises like where to store the
bicycles or who last bought the milk. These are the
issues one debates mentally while driving or in the
shower. Or in the classroom.
At one time my two roommates and I couldn't
agree on where to stack the spoons in the utensil
tray. Jeff wanted them in the large, square section. I .
wanted them seperated- . teaspoons in the third
section and soupspoons in the large section.
Dayton couldn't have cared less, he threw all the
·knives, forks and spoons in the drawer. Sometimes
they landed in the tray, sometimes they missed the
tray and landed in the drawer. Pr worse, they got
stuck underneath the tray. Dayton's system made
cvt1yuuc c111g1y.

This went on for a month. Depending on who did
the dishes, the drawer was in a .new arrangement
everytime you opened it. · Somet_imes I would
sabatoge Jeff's arrangement, seperating the soup
and teaspoons. Later, though , I would feel guiltywhy not allow Jeff the freedom to stack the spoons
where he wanted? How can we live together
peacefully and preserve the right to stack spoons at
will?
In Haverlin's class I would wrestle with this
question in my mind, sometimes not hearing a word
the professor said. At times I was so entangled with
the problems of spoon stacking that I could have
cried out, disrupting the class, "A just society is all
well and good, but what does Plato propose
mankind do with the goddamned spoons?"
After Professor Haverlin's class ·1 leav_u.he
Horton Social Science Center and head for
Hamilton-Smith Hall, home of the _English
Department. When I go to English class, it's like
sleeping in my own bed after .being away. English
classes are warm and comfortable. There are no
phyla in English, only genres. Men and women of
science are always breaking things down, reducing
them to their simplest form. Writers open up
subjects, releasing and expanding ideas.
I've never had to take a task-oriented test in an
English class. As I walked to my car after leaving
Professur Haverlin's office last Monday, I thought
o·ver what he had just told me.
Regarding the exam that I felt was unfair, the one
I had got a B- on, he said that essay questions
demanded serious thought, clear explanation, and
an eye on the clock. It may seem unfair to be asked
to cover a lot of ground in a short amount of time,
but this, he put forth, is how it is in the real world.
(An unjust test in an unjust society: consistent
unjustice.)
Ay, there's the rub, how it is in The Real World,
the nonsensical world. He had given an unfair test
and he knew it, but he rationalized that it made
sense to give unfair tests to prepare us for the unfair
world. I had to think about that for a while.
If the lesson here is that the only way to be
synchronized with a world that makes no sense is to
act in nonsense, well, I guess I've learned
something. And that's why I came to college in the
first place.

John Bald has curly, dark brown hair, lives in
Dover, _and interfaces on a regular basis.

I feel a dralt ·
I have had to Justify for many aquamtances my
decision not to register for the draft, but never have
J felt so compelled as I do now when I see The New
Hampshire, one of the college's papers, advising me
to register. The decision, I can assure all, is one of
the most difficult that I have made, and one that I
question many times daily. I will defend my
decision, and although I hope to speak for many,
this piece can only really speak for myself.
I have been accused by last week's editorial that I
am not patriotic. Bert Gingel asks, "Do you not
believe you owe something to this country for the
freedoms and personal liberties enjoyed by all?" I
answer wit~ a resoundi_f!g ¥~5-: T~at i_s !P.~ oqint.
It is a closed-minded view to think that one serves
one's country only by dying for it.
I have travelled to many parts of the world and
am the first to realize that there are only a handful
of places on this earth in which one is not required
_to carry a stated identification under the pen~lty ~f
law. The rights and freedoms that we.enJoy m this

country are great. I know that I come from the best
country in the world.
I also . know that I can serve the United States
better by joining the American Civil Liberties
Union, or Common Cause. I can, and do, serve my
country by taking part in the political process, and
by assuring that my rights are protected by active
criticism of my country's policies.
I have also been accused of a lack of respect for
my elders who have fought in past wars. Having
spoken to a great number of veterans--from WWI,
WWII, Korea, and Vietnam--! find, that when I tell
them of my non-registration, many approve.
Contrary to what Mr. Bingel insinuates, I have the
utmost respect for this country's veteral)s.
Sometimes it seems that they did that for which I
lack the courage. The courage to say no, though, to
the authority that thinks it can dictate all, is the
same kind of courage, and one which I do not lack.
As Mr. Bingel points out, registration is not a
draft. It is, however the first step towards the draft-the ease of calling up men to fight. Registering for

the draft is analogous .to the situation in Germany before WWII in which the Jews in that country
were required to wear yellow arm bands identifying
them as Jews. At first nothing happened, but later,
they were all taken to their deaths. The yellow band
of registration makes it that much easier for our
government to identify us and send us to war if they
so chose.
- · It is extremely easy to follow the leader, but to
speak out is difficult. To question the authority that
says, "You Must," is a hard thing to do and one
fraught with painful consequences. Yet, all those
-who have oefied the law have made the decision to ·
do so and need not the persecution that Bert Bingel
has dealt.
I urge all that are facing the decision of whether
or not to register, not to just blindly follow what the
authority says nor to blindly defy that authority.
Rather, one must sit down and carefully question
that authority and make -a clear, autonomous
decision that you can defend.

Nameless does noi want to expediate his arrest.
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Editorial
How you can save some ·money
It is popular these days to say all decisions
are made with regard to economics. So look at
voting in the November 2 election this way:
Tuition has increased at UNH for the past
two years, and we can't promise it won't go up
again next year. But it is safe to say that tuition
will definitely increase, and there will be rnore
of an increase, if John · Sununu becomes
governor of New Hampshire. Sununu himself,
while at UNH, said giving money to the
University was not a priority.

Say tuition goes up $200; if you earn $4 an
hour during the summer, you'd have to work
50 hours to make that $200. But it will take you
no longer than one hour to vote; and by voting,
you could keep Hugh Gallen--who promises
to treat the University with a little more respect
-- in office.
Even if you don't live in Durham, or even if
you don't live in New Hampshire, you can vote
here. But you only have today and tomorrow
to register.
You must b r ing c1 bi1 t.h \;t:l t.ifi~att:, passpon,

or other proof of US citizenship to the Durham
town offices,located on the left side of Route
108, just past the "gasoline alley" intersection.
The office is open until 5 p.m. today, and
~ntil 6 p.m. tomorrow.
It will only take you a half hour to register.
Then, on November 2, you'll have to vote; but
that will take you less than a half hour. The
whole process, which could save you a lot of
money, will only take an hour.
You can do it.

A· gross overreaction
There's the first reaction to UNH President
Handler's destruction of 50,000 copies of the
Alumnus magazine because she didn't like the
cover: censorship-.
There's the reaction to the $10,000 it cost:
waste.
But then you happen to see the controversial
picture, the attractive young graduate holding
a bottle of champage, and you ask: why?
Handler reportedly ordered destruction of
the magazines several weeks ago because of the
cover photo, taken during commencement

exercises last spring; it is no secret that Handler
was frustrated by student behavior -- and
drinking - at graduation ceremonies.
University officials feared that the photo
would promote the image of alcohol use at
UNH. But if that image exists, one-photo isn't
going to further · damage the University's
reputation.
And especially this photo (it's on the cover of
this week's Commuter Advocate and
yesterday's Union Leader). The first thing you
see is the graduate's smile, then ten brightly
colored balloons, then her cap and tassle, ·and

then (maybe) you'll see the unopened bottle of
champagne with a yellow ribbon and flowers.
It's all so innocent.
Sure, the $10,000 ·is the Alumni Center's
money, and officials there hope to have the
cost underwritten; but it's still a tremendous
waste.
And we doubt President Handler feels any
better now, with her new magazine cover, after
the censored-cover story has been published in
newspapers across the state.
Simply stated, it was a gross overreaction.

Letters

---------------------------------------------------------------------~
Handler
To the Editor:
I have been an active student at
UNH for five semesters. In that
period I remember what it was like
going through the Search and
Selection process for a President
and then a Chancellor and now
another President.
Just as the current Student
Government Administration has
expressed in The New Hampshire,
I also extend congratulations to
President Handler for her
appointment at Brandeis. I also
feel proud of her accomplishments
and the benefits she has brought
upon UNH.
However, since the announcement of _ President Handler's
appointment, many students have
spoken to me about my
perceptions of her leaving. Agreed,
it is a great opportunity for her.
Also, she has brought UNH
through two of the toughest years,
financially,• in its existence.
However, I and many other
students feel cheated by Dr.
Handler's acceptance.
When you are honored with the
appointment of President of a

major university, it is not a two
year appointment and then move
on with the next good offer. This is
not a system of free agent
presidencies. Also, next year the
University goes into another ever
·important legislative-budget year
where credibility is so important.
Possibly we will have a new
president and Chancellor, but they
will still be inexperienced, with this
system, and its importance.
I do not mean to be disrespectful
to President Handler in any way I
just want it to be known that there
are other feelings, on campus,
besides the polite goodbyes I have
seen in The New Hampshire.
Andrew Katz
Former Student Body VicePresident
1981-82

Amendment
To the Editor:
Simple literacy in the University
community and other places where
people can read carefully may save
the State of New Hampshire from
the folly of adopting an
amendment to its constitution
which would foreclose any

l .t'/ft'r., tu thl' l:ditur .for 1>11hlicatio11 in 7/Jl' i\'e11 · llt11111J.1/11n ·
lw .,igned and no longer than 111·0 page.\ trpl'd, douhl<' .\/){IC't'd
l.e11er1 may he hrought tu Room 15 I in thl' /t,/l //J. or nwiled to:
Fditor. 11ll' N,•11· 1/ampshirl'. Room 151. Ml ' H. l /I.II. /)urlwm.
. NII, 038.:4.

WUNH were presented to the
Student Senate Executive Council
of which Mr. Cohen was a
member. Jon, if you weren't
satisfied why did you not speak
your peace then instead of waiting
one year later? WUNH has it's
problems I'm sure, but then again
so does every one of those SAF
organizations.
I'm disappointed that my report

To the Editor:
I must say I was suprised to pick
up the Oct. 12th issue of The New
Hampshire and find that the
WUNH contoversy is STILL in
the news. I want to set the record
straight on a few things mentioned
in the article.
First of all, the investigation last
year conducted by myself and the
student body president was not "a
joke" as Mr. Singer so put it. Jim,
I'm suprised at you! And as far as
Jon Cohen saying that we had only
one meeting, come on Jon .. .I met
on several occasions with the
general manager and WUNH staff.
I spoke with Mr. Franceware as
well. The answers obtained from

has been taken as a joke. I'm really
upset with the fact that the Student
Senate has ironed out the same
problems for years and still hasn't
come up with anything. It does you
no good to criticize others efforts
when you were all part of that
investigation. Oh well, some things
never change ...
Laura E. Nagy
Senate and UNH Alumni
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Writing letters to the Editor
111ml

regulation of guns. The proposed
3rd amendment for Nov. 2
incredibly ·•affirms the right of all
persons to keep and bear arms ... "
"All persons" must inevitably
include children, convicted felons,
and emotionally deranged
individuals. State and local police
(and University Administration)
would find their work much harder
with guns in such hands with no
legal provision possible for
rational controls. Such a carelessly
constructed amendment ought to
be defeated Nov. 2 and sent back
for revision.
George M. Haslerud
Professor-emeritus of Psychology
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The 1984 campaign from Nashua, N.H.
By. Glen & Shearer
NASHUA, N.H.- Mention the - 1984
presidential primary to Jon Breen, and he '11
probably scowl.
Editor of the Nashua Telegraph, Breen was
moderator of the infamous 1980 candidates'
debate in which candidate Ronald Reagan
grabbed the microphone and sewed up the
New Hampshire GOP presidential primary.
That and a general discomfort with
presidential contenders make him one of about
20 percent of New Hampshire voters whom he
estimates wish their state didn't host the
nation's first primary.

Although potential publicity and larger
revenues have encouraged legislatures to set
their primaries at earlier dates (even New York
and California are considering such a change),
the process seems to give some states undue
influence over others in presidential selection.
Ask any California Hispanic whether white
farmers in Iowa reflect the sentiments of urban
and minority populations.
Under a more rational approach, such as a .
series of four time-zone primaries, many of the
inequities would disappear. Annoying
politicians may never vanish, but the rest of us
would probabiy become more active
participants.

Breen is now bracing for another round.

Though the primary is more than 15 months
away, he's already received visits from two
long shots, Democratic Sens. John Glenn of
Ohio and-Alan Cranston of California. "If I
had my way, I'd leave the state right after this
November's elections and not return until the
'84 primary is over," Breen muttered last week.
Yet, Breen knows better that to expect any
reprieve from his plight. His state earns
approximately $4 million from the infusion of
jobs, media and general political activity, and
it's not about to give up those revenues.
Indeed, while citizens may yawn and
candidates may moan at the lengthy and costly
process, financial interest in presidential
politics is only one of the obstacles to
reforming the nomination process. One
member of the Democratic Party's Hunt
Commission, which studied the primary
process last year, also lays blame to state '
Democratic and Republican leaders who seek
the inevitable publicity that accompanies the
most inconspicuous of state primaries.

$20 million, reflecting the demands of START
and theater nuclear-force negotiations at
Geneva. The value ·of homes lost to brushfires
last week in Southern California is about $20
million; the U.S. spends $1 billion a day on
defense alone.
Among those present at this week's
Association of the United States Army
convention in Washington, D.C., were visiting
delegates from the army of El Salvador. Clad
in crisp white and . green uniforms, the
Salvadoran brass roamed a local hotel's
enormous display hall, eyeing communications equipment, anti-guerrilla warfare
vehicles, rifles, cannons and mines.

· Did unemployment increase during the last
six months of the Carter administration, as
President Reagan claims?
Not according to the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, which says the unemployment rate
actually went down .2 percent during that
period. Since July 1981, when the Reagan
economic program took hold, the
unemployment rate has risen from 7.2 percent
to 10 .1 percent.

End of an era? Pittsburgh-based Duquesne
Power and Light Co. closed the doors on its
Shippingport (Pa.) lightwater reactor last
, week, ending the service of America's first
commercial nuclear reactor. Officials said it
will take $66 million and six years to shut down
the relatively small (78 megawatt) plant, which
first "went critical" when President Dwight D.
Eisenhower flipped the switch from the Oval
Office in 1954.
·

The Motion Picture Association of America
estimates that by year's end U.S. movie
theaters will have sold 1.2 trillion tickets in
1982, up 9 percent over 1981. Apparently the
entertainment business prospers as the
recession deepens.

Herewith some words of wisdom from
-ambassador,publishing magnate and friend of
Republican presidents, Walter Annenberg, in
a recent letter to Forbes magazine: " .. .I think it
fair to say that good character is necessary for
the proper stewardship of wealth; support of
others should be in keeping with your own
good fortune in life - and -finally, pigs
ultimately wind up in the slaughterhouse .... "

What is the actual cost of American arms
control efforts? Last year Uncle Sam spent $18
million in salaries, research and other costs to
support the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency. Next yea·r the figure rises to almost

I sur-e hope we
don't strike "'vch
loriqer

I

_Maxwell Glen and Cody Shearer are
syndicated columnists.
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Medicaf School
Tampico! Mexico

Q.

A.

What Makes
A Quality
Medical School?

! . Fine Faculty
2. Good Facilities
3. Quality Student Body
4 . Supervised Clerkship
Programs for Qualified
3rd. and 4th Year Students

Noreste offers a 4-year program, has
small classes, is \1\/.H.O. listed.

l l nirPr,'fity of the North

E;,,.,

120 East 41 St. NY,NY 10017

(212),t,94-6589

"'-...

68,1-6566

~

It seems as though Britain is bit different from Snively must "bow out" in front of the
a body of land consisting solely Arena. The procession of faculty to be excused.
Compared to the chaos of
of the rock walls built by Faculty in Residence moved
towards the front, each Stillings, it is quite a procedure.
township after township.
UNH Dining Services can
The traditions of the department represented by a
University (alike only to different hood on the standard 'remain confident, however,
Oxford and Cambridge) black robe. Purple velvet, that what they may lack in
represent scholarly rituals long mink, leopard . It could have atmosphere is make up by the
forgotten by the rest of been anytime or any group of food. Unless one adores
. students. One couldn't resist potatoes, potatoes, and more
academia.
. A matriculation ceremony the Vice-Chancellors plea to potatoes the British diet is
was held for all new students in join in the "pursuit of learning blase.
the Cathedral. Every first year and higher understanding."
Students donn the black
Tea is the thrice-daily ritual .
resident donned a black gown
and each seperate college gowns three times -a week for and scones with cream a
marched through the streets in formal meals in which grace is delicious accompaniment. I'm
a group to the ceremony. 1200 said "Beniductus, Beniduc- off now to enjoy this afternoon
"freshers" stood beneath the tum ... " and the meal is served treat.
All is shiny and green today;
great Norman arches while the seated. All rise when the high
huge organ filled the crevices a table members file in and one the sun is making a rare
appearance. The first day all
week I haven't needed_my extra
rubbers .

Franklin Ballroom
and
WUNH
PRESENTS

Special National Attraction

ROMEO.VOID
"Never Say Never"
and
Primary Colors
Thurs. Oct. 28
Tickets $5 .25
Celebrate Halloween
· Sat. Oct. 30
with WUNH and Special Guest

THE FOOLS
Tickets $4.00
Costume Contest
$50 .00 first prize

the 1983 0. Henry Prize Stories
Collection.
His collection of short
stories, Will You Please Be
Quiet, Please? published in
1976 was a finalist in · the
National Book Awards. It was
his first book.
In the spring of 1983 "Fire",
a collection of Carver's stories,
· essays and poetry from the
years 1968-1982 will be
published. Next fall, Carver's
third major collection of short
stories will be printed. It is
tentatively titled, Where -I'm ·
Calling From.
Carver has received a Simon
Guggenheim Memorial
Fe_llowship, two grants from
the National Endowment for
the Arts and a Joseph Henry
Jackson Award.

OPEN CHALLENGE!
The Outing Club members challenge the
Woodsman team to an afternoon of fun and
events.

FRIDAY NOVEMBER 5th 3:00 p.m.

Come by the Outing Club office for more
information on location and types of events.

GET PSYCHED! .

BE"INTHE
FOREFRONT
OF TODAY'S
TECHNOLOGY
ASAN AIR
FORCE
ENGINEER
Our engineering officers are planning and
designing tomorrow's weapon systems today.
Many are seeing their ideas and concepts
materialize . . They have the finest, state--ofthe-art equipment to test their theories. The
working environment is conducive to research.
And Air Force experience is second to none.
You can be part of this _dynamic team if you
have an engineering degree. Your ftrst step
will be Officer Training School. Help us shape
our future as we help you start yours. Be an
engineering officer in the Air Force. Contact
your Air Force recruiter at 603-625-4737 ·
TSgt. Bob Fouqu~tte. Call Collect.
'

A great way of life.
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Life in
Durham, _
- England

Author Carver speaks
By Julie Hanouer
He wrote ·in "Fires", "Very;
"I just_ started writing and early .. .I'd understood that · I
sending things out."
would have a hard time writing.
It wasn't really as easy as it a novel, given .my rapidly
sounds, for short story writer declining attention span- the,·
Raymond Carver.
anxious inabililty to focus . my
Carver, who spoke Monday concentration on anything for
night in Parsons Hall began a sustained period of time."
writing short stories out of
In "fires" Carver cited three
·necess;ty.
'
main influences on his writing.
While in his early twenties he First and foremost were his two
married and had two children. children." I have to say that the
On most days Carver was only greatest single influence on my
able to write for an hour a day, life, and on my-writing, directly
if that.
and indirectly, has been mv two
In .. Fires .., an autobiograph- children ... They were the prime
ical essay published in the movers and shapers of my life
literary magazine, "Antaeus", and my writing."
Carver wrote, "The short
Two other important ·
things · I could sit down, and, influences were Jonn Gardner,
with any luck, write quickly who taught beginnning fiction
and have done with. Anyway writing (before fie became ;
these circumstances dictated, famous) at Chico (Calif) State
to the fullest possible extent the College to young Carver, and
forms my writing could take." Gordon Lish, the former editor
In his only public reading of Esquire magazine.
this year, Carver who teaches at · Of Gardner, Carver stated in ·
Syracuse University, read three "Fires", "He made me see that
of his stories; "The Calm", absolutley everything is
"What We Talk About When important in a short story. It
We Talk About Love" and was of consequence where the
"Preservation."
commas and periods went." ·
"The Calm", read first, was a ·
Gordon Lish was an
story about hunting deer, told influence on Carver's career
in a barbershop. "Preserva- because it was he who first .
tion" was an account of a man published Carver's work.
who lost his job and how he and
After rejecting many of
his wife coped with their Carver's other pieces, Lish
ensuing problems.
published Ca-rver's story
The final piece, "What We "Neighbors" and launched his
Talk About When We Talk career. Carver wrote in "Fires",
About Love" is the title story of " .. .it (Neighbors) did appear,
Carver's latest collection of and nothing, it seemed to me,
short stories, published in April would ever be the same."
of 1981.
After some of Carver's
In this story two couples try poetry and ·other stories
to define what is or isn't 'true' _ appeared in Esquire, Lish
love while becoming increas- gathered a collection of'
ingy drunk.
Carver's stories and sent them
Carver's children are grown to McGraw Hill, who.
now and he has more time to published them.
write. However he still hasn'r
Carver's story, "A Small,
attempted a novel because of Good Thing" won first prize in
discoveries made about himself
CARVER, page 12
during his early days of writing.
l

B.y Mary aim Luechauer
The first person I met in
Durham, England, evaporated
the rumor-fed ideas I had about
British tepidity by asking if I
had brought any rubbers with
me from the United States.
Three days later I discovered
that in the · United Kingdom,
rubbers are long coats worn in

the rain. Ah, naive American.
I expect that during my year
here what I learn about my field
of study, British Literature, will
comprise a mere fraction of my
Emzlish education.
First · of all, who's the wise
guy who told me how very
lucky I was to be studying in a
foreign country where the same
language is used.
The - extent of that false
assumption is vast. The British
don't speak American, they
speak English. The differ~nces
are hilarious.
·
An American who told her
· UNH Theatre presents the musical "She Loves Me" with Joel
British hairdresser she didn't
Porter as Steven Kodaly (right) and Cathy Carberry as Amalia
like her bangs too short was
Balash (left) with a shopper. The show is sold for Friday and
stunned when the coiffeur
Saturday. ( Carolyn Blackmar photo)
·respon\ted with "Fifteen
minutes?"
·
Little had she known that her
/ term for the hair hanging over
'By Laura Brennan
prop flops, the technical .crew · ·her forehea.d meant, in
The University Theater put together an efficient and "Britaine.se," shprt intervals of
celebrated its 60th season this delightful set. Marvelous bits sexual intercourse.
week with the opening of "She with falling leaves and snow
Sweaters are jumpers, pants
Loves Me," a darling musical added to the light-heartedness are trousers, and lines are
oroduction directed by Carol . of the show.
queues. Potatoes are chips,
Lucha Burns.
Equally appealing was the chips are crisps·, crackers are
"She Loves Me.'.' is tlte story frantically paced "Romantic biscuits, and mail is post. To be
of two "lorrely hearts" who Atmosphere" Cafe, featuring stuffed is to be pregnant and
grow to . know and love one l(evin Lachapelle as the the act of being awoken is
_another through the letters they horrified and sriotty head termed knocking up.
'write. Tµe pen pals arrange a
waiter. Lapchapelle, fo short is
Needless to say, it is e_asy for.
time to meet, only to find that hysterical.
_
'
an American to get in sticky
they already know one another.
The supporting cast of situations.
And as co-workers of carolers and customers rounds
The differences between old
Maraczek 's parfumery, they out the evening in sparkling and new have also taken on
can't stand each other·. fresh sigriifigance. To those of
ga1·t y.
~
Set in Europe in the l 930's,
Musical directors David you proudly bragging ab_out
the show's characteristic Seiler and Nanette Arnstein Durham, New Hampshire's
simplicity is highlighted by 22 supported the cast with tight 250 anniversary, I hate to dim
tigntly woven musical orchestration. The simple your perspective. But old in this
numbers. Score writers Jerry sounds of doorbells and music city means no more recent than
Bock and Sheldon Harnick boxes never seemed so the 16th century.
combine sensitivity and humor whimsical.
The Cathedral, which
in an effective pursuit of
Now in its 60th season, the dominates the area from its
character development.
University Theater seems to be perch on a steep hill
The cast's sincerity blends growing in quality and depth. surrounded by the River Wear,
these charactersfoto believable In her director's notes, Burns was constructed around the
relationships, a quality Burns says that she had long wanted year 995.
and cast had spent six weeks to direct a production of "She
Every building, street and
working toward.
Loves Me", but never before landmark in Durham holds its
The laughable and lovable had she "the right combination own intriguing history and
cast of characters includes shop of actors, singers, musical each con i ri bu te s to an
owner Maraczek (Jeffrey directors, orchestra and overwhelming sense of the
Hupfer), the ambitious and choreographer needed to presense of our ancient
ever-so-young Arpad (Stephen capture the mood, style and ancestors.
Scho(ield), the aging and tone of this intimate work."
There are remnants of earth
honestly cowardly Sipos (Peter
"She Loves Me"is indeed the and timber fortifications whic,h
Dunbear), the 40ish lady killer perfect vehicle for college withstood the sieges of
Kodaly (Joel Porter) and his work. From the delic.ate quality Malcolm, King of Scots, in
lady-on-a-string Miss Ritter of Lisa Silveira's choreography 1006 and the great kitchen in
(Susan Sepich).
t-0 the paralyiing clarity of the Castle ( I0th Century) is still
The love-hate relationship Cathy Carberry's voice, "She used daily to prepare meals for
. between Amalia (Cathy Loves Me" is now and shall the undergraduates in
Carberry) and soft spoken remain one of this reporter's residence there.
George Nowack ( Brian favorite musical productions.
Walking along the cobbled
Hotaling) suspends the
streets, through stone arches
audience until a rich and
and past high walls, one can't
satisfying ending brings the two
help imagining knights , and
together. The endearing respect
ladies or a busy serf
this cast holds for its characters ·
marketplace.
results in a winning portrayal .
ENGLAND, page 12
of very real human beings.
. Despite a few first-night

'' She Loves Me· " is .a -hit

\ Want a · •'
Pulitzer Prize ?

Author Raymond Carver spoke in the UNH Writers Series last
Monday. (Tim Skeer photo)
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DINNER

C

(continued from page 2)

By BfilON O'CONNOR

HAM STREET SHUFFLE
YES, 6~E6-, I'VE
'BEEN REVIEWIN6

UI ,EVEL.'IN,
THE OFFICE
SAIi> THAT
YOO WANT'l:O
TO SPEA~
TOME?

\

· .. nl/S TIME I '])CN'i INTcN1'
ON 8El"6- HUMILIATE]) THc wAY
Z WAS LAST MAY, o~ £nSA-

OUR PLANS FOil.

"TltE UPt0/'11tHr
\AIINTU 6-~ADUATION CEiEMO~IES .••

RASSED BY AN<>THE R AWMNUS
MAG-~WIE FIASC.O ! !

)

T

',.,

SO THIS 1>EC£H88. I WE'LL

Po~T AtMET> GUARDS AT TH~ .
f /ELP Ht}t)SE E.NreAJJCE: I PR.t> HIBIT ALL IILCOHOL I ANb, 8BT
OF ALL I'tf tJoi LETTl/lllr Af'Y
6-~blJATIN6- STcJ*NTS l(TTENb!

T

SHOE,

UM, ffE,
£.VELYN,

HE£ lfEE, IT

SHlXJL'l> 1eAc.H
f/14:iE CHAM ff't&NE"-

DoESN'T

THAT 'l>E-

St.l lLLIN6- Ll1TLE

fEAT THE

tt,AJSTERS A

WH6LE SPltrr

6001> L£SSO,J .1

~

7

OF lOMf'1fAK.EMENT;:

~~=:;;;::;;;;;;;;";;I

By JEFF MacNELLY

preview was positive.
"The lobster was superb. The
green beans complemented the
lobster because they were
seasoned with red peppers and
the lobster had green. They
complemented each other in
color and · in taste, "was one
reaction to the main entree.
A lot went into preparation
for the test dinner,Kim Smith
said, 'Tm very excited about it.
never would have applied for
General Manager if I didn't feel
I had good people working
under me. I have no worries
that it will be a successful
dinner."

r

BALLOTS
(continued from page 2)
for students to realize that they
have the right to vote, not a
privilege,but a right."
The deadline for registration
and applying for an absentee
ballot is Saturday October 23.
Absentee ballots must be in the
election office ~y election day.

../\.J'<.-

S'

.(f ....

'.\l

© Jefferson Communlcat
Distributed by Tribune

J~y BERKE BREATHED

BLOOM COUNTY,
1 set :1H€ Ff\Kf 1Wrr 51\117
YOUR FOR61GN POUCY ''SHOltP
HAV6 ~ 61Ve.N A FAC6-UFT
BACK Wl-leN NANCY GOf H€.R6."

Y€S, MR. f'Re.51~ ...
NOW fXAmY WHAT ffiRT
OF OOR eDITORIPL. DI!? YOU

HAVe TRQUB£,g WITH 1

I

\

~

NO 51R ... INliUII we;
WOUlON'f UK~ HAVING 1H€
M'X Ml551l£ SY~M BUIL.T
IN OUR BA5€MeNT ...
\

WHAr?5Hev'fPN'T.?

I 5€£. WHAT?

I

Reproductive
Health care@.

/0-Z.Z

DOONESBURY
By GAR~Y TRUDEAU :

CROSSWORD

A team of health care
professionals offering

GYNECOLOGICAL
SERVICES
in all aspects of
women's health care and
gynecological surgery,
including office female
sterilizations and
PREGNANCY TERMINA1JONS
All sc1Yices provided hy an
OB/GYN surgeon and
professionally tmined staff.

services also include
* Birth Control Counseling
* Pro Choice Pregnancy Couseling
* FREE Pregnancy Testing
ACROSS

42 "It's !"
43 Stuck in mud

1 Roller-coaster ride 44 Tease

7
13
15
16
17
18
19
21

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
40

sound
Fundamentals
Feeling of failure
Hogan's rank
Resort or car
Straighten again
Wrong
Old-English letter
Lao-State Well-known club
Public disturNnce
Before
"Sto,npln' at the
-•
Bartletts
war Ulbltious
Gives out cuds
Breokhst dish
BueNll . holl-off-r, Frick
Treeless plain
Revives (2 wcls.)
Part of IITII
Openings
World liar II agency

Part of NNP
Wrestling holds
Pertaining to birth
Hydrogen., for one
Testimonial
Vehement speeches
Obtains
Proceed In a
gliding manner
56 Hote
DOWN

7
8
9
10

dangerous
14 Origlijal inhab-

45
46
47
49
51
53
54
55

1
2
3
4
5
6

12 Makos driving

P•edlcaaent
INginary monster
Gorges
Sponsorship (var.)
Greek Mars
"S.1 81st Du
Sctio.n•
Dutch Africans
Rob Petrie' s boss
Nr . Hurok
Sign very
quickly

11 Bleeps

15
20
23
24

26
27
29
30
32
33
34

35
36
37
38
39
41
43
46
47
48
50
52

i tants
Ch1111
Juvenile delinquent
"Key Studies
Actress Hosso
Fathers, In France
Arctic explorer
Like St. Peter's
Wooded areos
Flo...,ring plant
P11 hgers
Irish city
Severe pain
Pain relievers
Valuoble French
paintings
Anc1t,nt Britishers
lt>st CCIIPettnt
Bank inventory
lt>ther of Clytnestra
French resort
Touch on
-•Ja119g
FIIIC)us Barber
11

ACTIJAU.Y, PH/l1 FROM
1He LIJOKS OF 7HcSc
RG(JR£5, I'{) .54YAll
111/l/!ie OF YOUR C.OMWlN/5 ARe RJP/3
RJR. ACQIJ/Sff!ON.

. ,--,......,. ,.,,.,-.---......

I CERTAINLY

JIM.. Y(J(J
IJJOULJJN'T!
(

APPRECIATE Y(){J<
FJ/lJN6/NG 71115
WMYAmNT!ON,

Ill.

* Evening Hours
* Sliding Fee Scale
---* Complete CONFIDENTIALITY

Gregory C. Luck
M.D. Prof. Assn.
152 Court St.
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
603-436-6462

.,,- ,,.._

Hours:
Monday - Friday
9 am - 5 pm
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-----FOWLER .-· - - - ( continued from page 1)

"They say it happens to at
least on perso_n a year. This
year it happens to be me,"
Fowler said. "If it does happen
every year you'd think they
would have figured out a way
to deal with it."
I feel like I've been on a roller
coaster," she said.
In a letter addressed to
President Handler, Fowler's
father, Donald wrote~ "In a
· time when the nursing
profession needs good
dedicated young people, I can't
believe that our daughter is
being treated so inhumanely by
your university."
According to . Fowler,
President Handler responded
to the letter by referring Mr.
Fowler to Robert Puddy, an
associate dean in the school of
health studies.
By the time he. got Handler's
. response, Fowler had already
contacted Dean Puddy and
offered to pay professional fees
to a clinical instructor so that
Robin could make up her
missed clinicals.
_
Last week Puddy was
optimistic that a solution could
be found by a committee that

Any tutoring would have to
would let Robin graduate on
schedule. However, "There are be done over the Christmas
a few details to be worked out," break at a cost of not less than
$IO an hour or a total cost of
Puddy said.
One of these details is that $960 which is, according to
state law requires that the Fowler, well above her
clinical and lecture occur financial means.
"Sure I could take out
concurrently, according to
Petillo. "We still have to clarify another loan, but I'm already
some legal implications," she up to my ears in loans," she
said. "I know they have their
said.
The State Board for Nursing policy but they've been putting
and Regulation would have to me off and I'm just sick of the
approve any proposals whole thing."
"It's a very unique problem,
submitted by the school of
unique only to professional
health stud.ies.
This and other variables programs and there are legal
have to be considered before decisions we have to abide by,"
any final decision can be made Petillo said. "If we can work
according to Petillo. She this out it would be another
declined to elaborate on any option we have (in future
situations such as this)."
other details.
"Most of the time we've had
The decision may involve a '-11CCe~~ but there are some cases
pa ymem by the Fowle-rs to the where it is impossible," she
Department of Nursing for a said.
clinical instructor to-tutor her
''Mrs. Petillo said I would
on the missed clinicals, Puddy probably get a full tuition
said ..
refund if I had to withdraw,"
As of yesterday afternoon, a Fowler said, but she is not
final agreement had not been looking forward to repeating
reached, and according to an extra year.
"I feel awful being on the five
F_owler the prospects looked
dim.
year plan," she said.

STOCKWELLL
(continued from page 3)
outfit."
Stockwell left the CIA and the CIA's local activities to _ . "I'd say my own phones are
went on to lestify in court and include dragging a virus tappe_d ,,by. five different
write a book, In Search of leaking barge through the San agencies, said Stockwell.
St?ckwell wen~. on t<;> call
Enemies. As a result of "going Francisco Bay (to see how
public" he was Slled and all the many people would get sick), President Re,~gan ~s i:adical ~s
profits from his book and opening mail, hiring four yo~ can get, for_ sig~mg a bill
lectures will go directly ·to the hundred journalists in the whic~ makes it illegal to
1960's to manipulate the news, pubhsh the names of state
CI A, he said.
deeart~en!_eml?!oyees.
Stockwell also cited some of and tapping telepho~es.

·················································································

How Would YouLik·e To:
-Earn some extra money
-Make your own hours
-Get experience in advertising

THE 1983 GRANITE
vvould like you to join our staff
as an advertising associate ~
Please contact Jane at 862-1280
or drop by the Granite Office, rm. 125
(MUB)
··················~······························································
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PHOTO COPY
SPECIAL
8½

X

11"

CAM.PUS COPY 47 Main St. 868-2450

Open 6 PM

Watch U.N.H. -Hockey
On 7 Fbot T. V.
Happy Hour 6 PM '- 8 PM _
3 Pool Tables
Members and Guests Only

_/!n_ awl/'ettn
through Syracuse University's study abroad programs.

Study in one of SU's 27 academic programs conducted in
England, France, Italy, Spain and other locations. Grants
are available for a semester, a year, or a summer of foreign
study. Want to learn more? Complete and return this ad to
Michael Calo, Division of International Programs Abroad,
335 Comstock Avenue, Syracuse, NY 13210. (315) 423-3471.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.;.._ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.....:._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip_.;;..__ _
Program of interest

! .
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OLD FARM PUB

34 Locust St. Dover
742-9808

i

j

STONE
CHURCH

Can you believe
she's 21 ??

659-6321
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CRESCENDOS

--------$1 OFF
1

American
Heart
Association

I

I
I

At the door before
9:30 p.m. with this ad
#

-

I
1
1

L~--------J· _

CLASSIFIED.

Crossword answers

Happy Birthday Betsy!

UNH IVfflNISTICS SHOWCASE

I

HOW TO ANSWER WANT ADS DUN HILL
SEMINAL OCTOBER 23, 9:00 am 436-

Personals

2272

JON MORRIS- JON MORRIS- JON
MORRIS- You are such an awesome
sweetie. Get psyched to go nuts this
weekend. Looking forward for some more
fun rowdie times. You're the greatest!!!
Love you lots--the little sisters of TTK
HEY LIGHTWEIGHT!! Face it, you're just a
lightweight. And you CAN'T pin us
down ...
HEY JACKSON- HAPPY 9TH! ! I could of
had a baby by now!! But seriously- thanks
for everything - especially all the
happiness! (if I tried to list everything, I
would need the entire New Hampshire!)
Here's to 9 years!! AMLA your B.B.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DONNA!! (a little early
I know, but Monday will come soon
enough) L-

YOU DIRTY RAT: To the person who stole
my Cliffs Notes: You can steal my car,
steal my watch, even steal my date! But to
steal my Cliffs Notes is a low blow indeed.
Just because they give a great review and
make those tough kit assignments easy to
. understand is no excuse. Next time, go to
the bookstore and buy your own Cliffs
Notes. may the bird of paradise nest in
your bookbag! RIPPED OFF
Amy- Sorry I didn't make the MUB. My
Roomie knows you- I still don't. -Want to
take a shower sometime? 2 0 D

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY

Andy and Jim: Finally! Your own
personal. Sorry it took so long, but wasn't
it worth the wait? Hope you're looking
forward to tonight. And remember, you
still •owe us one. Katie and Patty

CATNIP PUB

Tonight 7 p.m., Fri., Oct. 22

''P & P''
Nite

An exhibition by the UNH
women's gymnastics team,
11-1 in 1982 and second in
the East. Also featuring
some of New England's top
gymnasts.

1S

Tonight
Get a pitcher for
$1 each pizza
ordered!

$3-Adults $2-Students $1-UNH Siudents

THE WORLD IS

·ouR CAMPUS

-BE ON A WINNING TEAM· Franklin Pierce College puts the Power
. of the Computer in YOUR hands .

.,,

--~

:·~,c,.

...--

.

AROUND THE WORLD: sails
Spring 1983' (January 26-May 6)
Port Everglades, Florida • Cadiz, Spain
Piraeus, Greece • Alexandria, Egypt
Haifa, lsael • Bombay, India • Colombo,
Sri Lanka • Manila Philippines • Hong Kong
· • Keelung, Taiwan • Kobe, Yokahama Japan
Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers students a superior full
semester academic program a~d supporting field experiences. This one semester experience is
nailahle to qualified students from all accredited colleges and universities.
More than 60 voyage related university courses. Faculty drawn from the University of
Pittsburgh and other leading universities, augumented by visiting area experts.

Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of China, available.

BACHELOR'S DEGREE
In Computer Science Comes
To The Area
Our new computer science major taught with the most modern
microcomputers available allows students to specialize in one of
management's fastest growing career fields . Associate Degrees and
Certificate Programs are also available. Other majors at our Coastal
Campus include Accounting and Business Administration. For a tour of
our Dover Facility. including our new computer lab, or for more
information call 749-5587 an_d ask for Mary Ellen or Alan.

Deferred Payment Plan
Flexible Transfer Policy
Educational Program Counseling

Term I Begins Nov. I and 2

Life Experience Program
3 Yr. Bachelor's Degree
Financial Aid Counseling ·

_Register Now

Franklin Pierce College

Semester at Sea admits students without regard to color, race or creed. The S.S. Universe is
full)· air-conditioned, 18,000 tons, registered in Liberia and built in America.

'
"t

For a free color brochure write: Semester of Sea, l lCIS, University of Pittsburgh, Forbes
Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260, or call toll free (800) 854-0195 (in California call (714)
771-6~90)_

Representative will hold slide show at Loird Hall Lounge
8:00 p.m. Oct. 26th.

Coastal Campus

749-5587

4 miles from UN H on Kari-Yan route
Franklin Pierce College is accredited by the New England Association of
Schools and Colleges.

Evening Division; 180 Locust St.; Dover, N.H.

I
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For sale: Caprice Walk-a-RoundStereo.
mini stereo cassette with headphones
and talk line feature. USED 3 times.
original box and waranty. 2 set of
batteries included. Paid $59.90 will sell
for $40.00. Call Ann, 862-3228.
For sale: one pair of Optimus 10 speakers; •
75 watt maximum. 4 years left on 5 year
guarantee. Retail at $280/pair. Will take
$180/pair or best offer. Call Brian at 8682290.10/26
For sale: 1981 Toyota Corolla SR-5
Coupe. Sunroof, AM/FM/Stereo · tape,
snowtires on separate wheels. Excellent
condition. Call 862-2753 Weekdays 8:004:30 , or after hours 868-7435 or 5691738.10/22
1975 Honda Civic $600. Has rust on body,
great interior. 82,000 miles, runs good.
has just been tuned up-has new plugs.
Call 862-1300 or 868-9615. Ask for
John .10/26
1972 Chevy Malibu: $250. Needs a new
radiator because someone backed into
the front end. Was working fjne. 70,000
miles. New battery, newpointsandplugs.
Call 868-4479 or 868-9872. Ask for
J .D.10/26

__
Lo_st_an_d_Found
__
·

~I~

HELP! Did you lose your jacket at Nicks
about_ 2 wks ago on_ a Thursday night? ff
you did then I have ,t and you have mine!
It ' s a navy blue woman's blazer
(cucumber brand) size 11-12. It was being
held by DJ and was mistakenly given to
someone else. The tow jackets are
identical except yours is a size 7-8 and
had a red comb and lip gloss in the pocket.
If you have my jacket please call Dawn at
862-3156 so we can switch! I want my
own jacket back. Thanks!
LOST: Silv_er necklace (rabbit pendant).
Great sentimental value. Reward offered
for return . PLEASE call Barbara 7421789

][H]

--H-elp
w_anted_ _

Housekeeping Department needs a workstudy beginning early morning hours.
Reasonable pay. Call Laurie Landry at
862-2656 for an appointment .10/ 26
Wanted : College student to care for 12
year old boy. 4 -5 days / week, 2-6 p.m. or
3-7 p.m . in Hampton. Must have
. transportation. Call Larrie Te ich, 9267712 eves. Homework help and light
cooking .10/ 29
The student senate needs one female to
serve on the student organization
committee . Members determine status of
organizations on the campus . Stop by
room 130 of the MUB and leave your
name & number w ith the secretary. 8621494.10/22
MEN!--WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.Foreign . No
experience required. Excellent payWorldwide travel. Summer job or career .
Send $3 for information . SEAFAX, Dept .
D- 14 Box 2049 Port Angeles, Washington
98362.10/22
Workstudy- U.S.Forest Service. ConcordMast Rds . General lab assistance in
research on soil nitrogen in forests. No
experience. 8-10 hours / week. $4. 70/ hr.
Call Jane Hislop. 868-5576.10/26
COMMUNICATIONS MAJOR- Junior or
Senior . Field Experience position
#82072 . Public Relations Assistant to do
press releases and newsletters,
interviews and stories. Photography skills
helpful. Part-time, paid position. Call
immediately. 862-1184.10/22

____,II. I

___
Pe_rso_na_ls

Katie-Thanks for the personal and here's
yours! Hope you're having a great time
during pledging-you're great!! Have a
good time tonight. Love, Cathy
Ace .. .lncognito or chicken? Signed, a
good Doobie.
Does anyone do the crossword puzzles
that run on the comics page?
Have a happy 21st Birtho.;·,· BETSY
WADLEIGH!! Remember - we 10\e you.
J. Broccili, Wanna buy a car? Eut it's not
MY car ... Especially the glove
compartment! See if I ask you for another
cigarette! Blush!! Trish
Linda P.--We really will stop smoking in
the room ... one of these days. You still love
us any way right? your roomies
"AGR-MEN TO BE" Heard you've been
pledging loudly in the DARKNESS of the
night...EXCELLENT PLAN! Let me know if
I can help sometime ok! Bartender
WHAT TO SAY IN THE JOB INTERVIEW
DUNHILL INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
SEMINAR SATURDAY, OCTOBER 23,
9 :00 AM CALL NOW: 436-2272
Nancy, I've never had it better.

CLASSIFIEDR.- Why do I like you so much when you
confuse the hell out of me? I care about
you a lot and I'm glad you're learning how
to be close friends (etc.). No more
shopping cart rides for a while though.
Thank you
Hey Chris & EM, wasn't last weekend like
a real blast?·l'm sure. Like totally, and like
that daiquari party? It was just like a
"mezzacogmicalfy" good time. We'll have
to do it again fer sure! Wonder if we can
get the whole 10th floor to go away for a
weekend again? ·cause like my fridge is
full of ice and then there's that Sea
Grams, right Chris? Like gag me with a
Valley-girl! God you mix good drinks EM!
It's a good thing Karl goes three ways.
Let's do it again soon, ladies.Love ya, hol.
P.S. even the part about lying on the
pavement out in B-Lot and looking at
stars.
Janie R- Now is when all the long hours
pay off. Break a leg- We love you! your 2
roommates
·
"Paul Brockelman eats Being!" Love,
Xeno
Basil- Thanks for making Saturday
afternoon so fantastic. That will keep me
san for a while now. I couldn't have done
it without you. Oh, and I'm sorry I kept you
up so late that night. Thanks!!- Bubbles
PLEASE!!! Kappa Sigma Fraternity is
asking those responsible to RETURN OUR
COMPOSITE PICTURE A.SAP. Contact
Joe Sarette, Comunity Relations Director.
Thanking you! 868-9717 P.S. Reward
offered
WORKSTUDY STUDENTS- "WE WANT
YOU" to apply positions now open in the
MUB. Apply in Administrators office MUB
Well James V. You have finally made it to
UNH! We are glad you are here. Have fun
this weekend with Elisa. Love ya S.L.,
S.M., K.B.

Mrs. K - The weekend is here and I sure
am happy that you're back so let's party. I
sure was lonely without you.but its better
now. Baby you·re the greatest-getting
better all the time. Love ya - Mr. K.
If Karl Marx could see the communism of.
today, he would gag.
Come to the Franklin for your favorite
movies for only_ $1.50.Show time
/:10 and 9:10 Sun-Wed. This wee11., """
Rolling Stones Concert movie "Gimmie

is ~t

"sh~ii"e~:·ls i>lav\ng.
Io Spice: Thanks for the times when we
could lean on each other. I know I never
would have made it throughJast summer
without you . Now where are we going for
spring break? Love, Bri.
Jane & Grace, Thanks, me.
John, I'm going to the Franklin to see the
Rolling Stones Movie "Gimmie Shelter,"
this week. It's playing Sun-Wed. at 7: 10 &
9:10, and its only $1 .50.
Williamson 4C : Thanks for letting me use
your lounge. I appreciated your
hospitality. Susan.
AZ members! Don't forget the party
tonight at Linda's House. (Wear a hat.)
Hey Ugly You Diel Love an admirer
wearing red buttons.
My dear "Pillowt-iead ". Thanx for an
urn believable weekend! Next time lets try
tb keep your gum in your mouth and your
feet on the benches II Here's to the next
time we can relax together! Love you " Peash."
DZ/Lamda Chi • Wednesday nights game
was awesome. You guys played like pro's.
Keep it up.
You picked up your package and sign, I
see. But I'm wondering if you've received
the others, from me. My curiousity is
overflowing but my toungue locks. Could
you ease my mind by leaving a note in
your mailbox? Curiously, Pooh.
TO GARY: I NEED YOU: I NEED YOU: I
WANT YOU TOOi I LOVE YOU. I LOVE
YOU, BELIEVE IT; IT'S TRUEl!I always,
your love.
U.N.H. Departments will discover the best
wholesale office supply prices at the
U.N.H. Bookstore. 25% off retail. Compare
and support your University store.
Kar~n. Nell, Johnnie, Kate, Nancy, Kathy,
Louise, George, Chris, Christine,
Mohamed, Toto: just wanted to thank all
you guys for making my birthday
something to remember. It was funl
Thanks again - love you all, Kim.
Bill 3nd Tom. Please return that
embarassing piece of literature I wrote or
Heads Will Rollll Torch.
Beth Skillings, last night I dreamt about
you and woke up this morning in a puddle.
G_ood thing I don't dream of you every
night or I would have to grow gills! Jim.
How to get a personal interview. Dunhill
Interview Techniques Seminar. Saturday,
October 23. 9:00 am 436-2272.
To my little sister Suzanne, I am so happy
to be your big sister - you're great. Let's
turn AZ. upside down together. What an
excellent team. Love CMA.
Dear Jeff, I'm sending you this personal to
tell you that not seeing you for a few days

makes me miss you and love you all the
morel Love Beth.

~1JJ~~ drinking with me, Jesus?" --P &

REWARD FOR THE CAPTURE AND SAFE ... The University\Bookstore has over 130 ·
RETURN OF THE KAPPA SIGMA
different gift calendars in stock. Shop now
COMPOSITE! Contact Joe Sarette at t.<E
while selection is exc.ellent. All at 20%off.
868-9717.

Graduate Student in Humanities seeks
young lady for friendly companionship.
Interests include classical mus:c,
European culture, the arts and religion. I
Iike people who are curious. adventurous,
compassionate, and intensely alive.
Contact Christopher. 868-2968.
Workstudy Students - any ceilings
needed to fill limited positions now
available at MUB.
For those of you who didn't get a chance
to use and abuse CAROLANNE
O'SULLIVAN yesterday on her birthday,
it's not too late and besides• she'll love it.
Happy 19th old friend, pal and life long
buddy! Love, your roomie.
Hey Sue, The Rolling Stones Movie
"Gimmie Shelter" is playing at The
Franklin. Sun-Wed, and Admm. is only
$1.50. Don't forget the new show time
are at 7:10 & 9:10 p.m.

Reeeeeeeet - Dogs roving, animals·
salivating over red haired coffee java
carelessly drooped over a lunatics head.
E.W. sure is grumpy in the morning!
Keee-muml An very nice excitable boy.
H~ must oe on arugs or listening to Jim
Morrison I
MATT KOLBERT THERE IS STILL PUKE IN
OUR ROOM FROM LAST SATURDAY
NIGHT. HAVE YOU LEARNED THE
POWER OR 151 AND WHAT IT DOES TO
YOUR VOCABULARY, YOU M- FCEDRIC.
Fox and TJ, The California kid and Cedric
(other Stokie) want to know who the hell
you are. Stop up to 643 stoke or if you are
shy, leave a note under the door.
California kid.
.

Anyone who knows the where abouts of
the Kappa Sigma composite could you
please return it or give information
leading to its find. Please call the house at
868-9717. P.S. Reward offered.
Roommate: Watching you study Dante is
a Divine Comedy indeed! You're in deep
water. Why not wise up and get Cliffs
Notes. They'll help you to understand
what you read, and they give a great
review. i)o us both a favor! The bookstore
has the titles you need. Laughing In My
Pillow.
Say Flan: This is your roommate speaking.
Are you ready to go wacko at Jim Carroll
with Bobby and his hopefully goodlooking friends? Thanks for listening to
me babble about school stinking, obesity,
and my sex kitten. Let's Rock The Casbah washee. Love, Bobbi Anne.

Sara I I just wanted to let you know tht it's
ladies like you who make my day more
pleasant! "That Caring Person."
Cathy - Told you I would do this. You better
have too. Hope to get to know you better,
have a super day. Katy.
n1u~ neeaea to tsur11ngton, VT-UVM. Any
weekend, will share $$$. Contact Susan
in Jessie Doe 110.
Dear Pope George Ringo, where do you
get off thinking the Fates give a shit for
us? Then, again, where are the . Fates
without us to pick on? --Joe Beets.
How to Answer the tough interview
questions. Ounhill Interview Techniques
Seminar. Saturday, October 23, 9:00
436-2272.
Sally - Hope you had a good one - Susan.

Dear Mr. Manny -- We have sorely missed
AROUND THE WORLD IN 100 DAYSI! . you . Is it that you don't like lasagna? Are
COME FIND OUT MORE ABOUT
you allergic to middle class
SEMESTER AT SEA IN THE LORD
neighborhoods? Have you a severe
LOUNGE. TUE. OCT. 26, AT 8 P.M. reaction to Green Death? Or have we
SLIDE SHOW WILL BE SEEN .
offended you in some way that we are
unaware of? Please please joing us in
Special sale---this week only! Urban
We'll even share our heartworm
future.
Guerilla War Fair Camouflage Fatigues
pills & DB's & flips with you. Ta ta & kissy
(Bert Binge!, technical advisor) only 99
kissy -- Puppy, Roddy & Dweazle.
cents a pair! (we're trying to start a fad.)
Also, Designer Khaki Dickies, $42 a pair
Molloy goes visiting : She had no time to
(we're trying to stop a fad .) Come Mutty,
lose, I had nothing to lose. I would have
come all, to Ali Gator 's Preppie Surplus
made love with a goat, to know what love
Store, Newington Mall.
was. She had a dainty flat, no, not dainty,
it made you want to lie down in a corner
Welcome Mom and Dad! It's great to have
and never get up again . I liked it. It was full
you here from Minnesota . I realize now
of dainty furniture, under our desperate
more than ever what special parents you
strokes. the couch moved forward on its
are. Thanks for coming! I love you both.
castors,
the whole place fell about our
Love, Carol.
ears. it was pandemonium • sponsored by
To Rico in Englehardt. I'm sorry about the
the Bumfagging Ecumenical Council.
other night. too much celebrating on my
Hey Commander, Res Novae! The birth of
birthday. I hope it didn't ruin a nice
the chicken . is the death of the egg.
friendship. Suzi .
SCRAMBLED! The Aphelion Sun never
To the sisters of Delta Zeta: Thanks so
burns and the IRT never ends. Only the
much for making our Bid 's Night terrific .
troubadour laughs in an epic comedy. The
You guys are really the best!! The donuts
point is moot - the Salamander.
were great (of, our aching heads !) Also
Spend a day in Boston, Oct. 30--Saturday.
congratulations new pledge officers!
Bus leaves in front of Huddleston at 9:30
Love, the Delta Zeta Pledges!!!
a.m.--returns to UNH at 5:30 p.m . Sign
· Hug Me To Death Please!!!!
ups will be Monday and Tuesday, Oct. 25
& 26 from 12:00 to 3 :00 on the main floor
Mrs. K - The weekend is here an
of the MUB. Visit Fanueil Hall, Quincy
To the clowns of Englehardt 3 who th ink
Market, restaurants and shops all day for
it's funny to watch people's reactions to
only $4.50/ person . See you thee :
falling vanilla ice cream cones : Grow Up.
Sponsored by Class Council.
GNF: (alias SH) Thanks for talk ing on
Don : Congratulations! You did it! You
Tuesday. I'm glad we're finally " real"
survived J.B. (this time) ... So you're not a
fr iends!!! No, I am not a BG!! ! Poptarts
criminal (we knew · it all along .).
soon?--Love. CJA.
Remember. they 'll be watching you
closely for the next two years. So here's
Hi Pud--Thanks for the letter. You 'II get
some friendly advice we think you should
one real soon! I hope to see you this
follow; that is if you plan on staying here:
weekend--! miss you! Thanks for the
1) BE GOOD! 2) If that's impossible, just
advice--it made me cry! Love. Cin-C in.
try not to get caught next time .
Hey Janis! Doing any skiing this year?
NEED A COSTUME FOR HALLOWEEN?
How about going on the Ski 93 ski week
Stop by Dahl Clothes, first class
sponsored by the New Hampshire Outing
secondhand clothes, and browse through
Club? It's held January 16-21 . You know,
our racks of outlandish and ordinary-butthe last week of break. There's skiing at
old ,terns. Or mix and match your own
Loon, Cannon, Waterville, and Bretton
costume
from our regular selections.
Woods and also you get to stay at the
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 70
Indian Head Lodge in Franconia Notch. All
High Street, Hampton. across from 7for only $99.95.
11 .10/ 29.
Need something to do Saturday? Browse
Dave
K. Thanks for the use of your
the U.N.H. Bookstore and discover a world
shoulder on Bids night, you 're a special
of reading at discount prices. Open 10-4
friend. Things are working out, how are
every Saturday.
they with you.?
Well Janis, for more information just go
Confused about your future? WSBE
down to the Outing Club office, rm 129 in
presents: Marketing Day October 27th,
the MUB. I know for sure that they'll be
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. McConnell Hall,
taking a $40 deposit on Nov. 4th & 11th,
Room
314. Presentations by
both Thursday between 12:00 • 3 :00 in
professionals in the fields of Advertising,
the afternoon. A lot of my friends are
Marketing and Sales. Take a break from
already going, come let's go - we'll have a
studying... you can't afford to miss
great time!
Marketing Day!!
JW - Well ...? Ciao, me.
SpazFace, Why are you such a Spaz?
Workstudy students - limited positions
WORKSTUDY STUDENTS - Limited
available in MUB. Apply now with
Positions available in MUB. Apply now
personnel coordinators.in Administration
with Personnel Coordinators in
Administrator's
Office, MUB.
To Di and Liz: You can be my little sisters ·
anytime. Love ya, Kathy
Rob, What is it? Soverniogn Cabernett? I'll
never get it right!
Hi Ed, Still miss us? Hope you come visit
us this weekend. Love, Carol
Sigma Beta - Thanks for the best New
Years Eve party ever!!! DZ
Debbie 0. -Aren't you glad you're smiling.

S---------------

Heather and Susan - Here's to those
wicked good times at the zoo and on 4
"o"I The Moose is Loose on 3AI Murry.

Chew - I'm glad you're getting to go
home to PA. I wouldn't mind seeing PA
someday either. Have fun.

Good Moo to you! Happy 20th Birthday to
a fantastic roomie. Now we're both finally
legal. (No more hiding the I.D. under three
layers of plastic) Have fun in Boston
tomorrow and get ready to celebrate on
Sunday.

Bill, Scott and Spiro, Thankx for a
11u•11wrt1l,I,•? B-day celebration. I couldn't
have forced another pop down even if it
stared me in the face. Butter-fried
cheerios, Yeh!?(
TO B.G. ThanksforthegoodB ..., and don't
be a BG if you can help it.
_
Congratulations to GEOFF SPOFFORD ·
for winning a pound of M&M's at the
phone-a-thon Tuesday. You were a super
volunteer. $960.00 was fantastic! But I
beat you on Thursday. I got a pledge for
$1500, so you can buy n_,_~ ~.. s.m~JI bag!
See ya tonight!
··

How to Conduct a Job Search. Dunhill
Interview Techniques Seminar. Saturday,
October 23. 9:00 am. Call now: 4362272.
You'd hear strange noises. too (f you had
Flipper living next door to 'fOU ...
Did you k_
n ow that used textbooks are 29%
off list pr~e at the UNH Bookstore?
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Heather Beckwith - How hard is it to find
you? If you have time, stop by T_hr Nr1r
Ht1m1,11hir,, either on Sun. or Wed. from
12-5. See ya soon·. Jane H.
Bri, here comes another fun and exciting
weekend-psyche, art history, chem and
germ an. No wild parties this weekend, but
D.C. wants to be fed at midnight. See you
in Dover at feeding time. Spice XOXO
Ginger-Well you may make it yet. But next
time, get a better head start on papers.
Let's try getting to that T,R 8 Oclock class.
MOTI-VATIONI! And let's delete the word
procreastination from your vocabulary.
Have a good weekend. Spice.
"Whose Chewed steak is that in the
corner?"
For Sale: Regency ten channel scanner,
including four crystals. Call Time Skeer at
2-1124 or 2-1490.
Tracy C. (the cute one): Cheer up; life is
great when you work at The New
Hampshire. Your lunch date.
Hosebag-- You know, must hosebags
don't get personals, but I made an
excepuon m your case - Slut.
Workstudy Students - Limited positions
available in the MUB. Apply now with
personnel Coordinators in Adminstrator's
Office, MUB.
Butter-fried cheerios, Yehl??!
Tracey O - Thanks for pigging out with me
Wed. It's nice to know someone will eat
with me!! Sorry to have missed John
Valbyl Worchester will have to have me
another time. Next time you thorw one of
those EXCITING punch parties for
someone who doesn't even show. please
let me know! Just kidding, I had fun. You
are a super person and a wonderful little
sister. Love, D.
Ilene Segal - I lost what you gave me at the
phone-a-thon. Sorry, write it again and I
will promise to get it in Tuesday. Deb.
Joy Parolisi - You are a buddy! Glad to see
someone else feels the same way about
the house. Drinks next Sunday night?
Thanks for the advice and letting me blab!
This week it's a personal for you!!
CAR REPAIRS - Done by qualified UNH
student at reasonable prices. Tune-ups,
Water pumps, Starters etc ... 3rd semester
in business. Call John 868-5937 (9am
, alls would be sure to reach me) Will
· ravel short distances.
NORKSTUDY STUDENTS -Any ceilings
needed to fill limited positions now
available in MUB
Bird, Phil, and Jen: Want to hit Dartmouth
tt ,s weekend? Do you think Hanover
c)uld handle us two weekends in a row?
\ Vinter Carniva l or Rosanna anyone?!
t hanks for the good time. Love K.G .
ro those who are responsible for KG's
;hort sheeted bed, a protruding arm over
,ny pillow an,i ii: te<!_dy bear on old deck:
8eware. "Don t ger'" ma get even!"
Thanks ever so much for the good laugh .
love K.G.
Boy, old deck sounds like a lot more fun
than new deck!
To the Sugar Culprit- Ya! Ya! I didn't want
to sleep anyway. ya know the S.B. is quite
uncomfortable at 3 :00 am. Love K.G.
Dear Waiting- I do not do that to you!
W ant to discuss it over a drink? Now I'm
waiting!! PTRichard Zamp ieri - Boy has UNH missed
you- It was great to see you last week. Are
you getting psyched to make the big move
- I'll miss you " Moi" you better keep in
touch Love, PTDeb Metcalfe- Your a doll, thanks for
listening - Love Petunia
To My Little Sister June .. . I'll show you
some of the ballsiest times this semester.
We make such an awesome! Love your
Ballsy Big Sister JB.
PLACEMENT AGENCIES ANO HOW THEY
WORK. DUN HILL SEMINAR-SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 23, 9 :00 AM . 436-2272
TO owe, 208A - What ever happened to
us? I'm still interested, are you? Lets do
something tog. soon, ILY. Remember the
·good times .. .Miss you, N from F.
FOX: I couldn't help but notice you buying
Cliffs Notes at the bookstore. We must
have a lot in common. I use Cliffs Notes to
help me understand those tough lit
assignments, and they give me a great
review. Let's discuss this further over a
bottle of chilled Chardonnay! Your place
or mine?
Why pay list price at the Mall? The UNH
Bookstore has Christmas books for
everyone on your list at discount prices.
To the Commie Sympathizer -- Yes, there
is a Dupes and Symps Party -- yet another
BFHSB organization! -- Misanthropes
Unanimous, Thadeus Thorne (remember,
I hate everybody)
Robin- Spags, Mexican food, JohnBoy,falling asleep in a bar.watching queer
movies.drinking champagne on the way
back and everything else. wouldn't have
been the same without you. Lets do it
again sometime with the addition of some
Sovenriogn Chardonnay. LHappy Birthday Scally-- from Tracy, Vici,
Annabella, Kojak, Upchuckie, Panda
Banan~. Bugsy, Helga, Magilla, Suzette,
Roto Rita and the African Tuba.
Mark- Hi Love, Here you are- your very
first personal. I hope it's made your day you always make mine. Luv Ya Lisa
Happy 21st Birthday Sleepasourasl Go
wild!

l
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- - - - --HOCKEY----(continued from page 19)
Leary's goal also came off a
penalty corner.
The Wildcats tallied five
shots on the afternoon while
Providence had just one.
Tomorrow the Wildcats will
need all the offensive firepower
they can muster when they
travel to Amherst to play
Massac_husetts . The UMaS.s

more traditional. This time
Marois got a clean shot off
from the top of the circle,
blasting the ball by the Friar's
goalie.
The final UNH goal came off
the stick of tri-captain Laurie
Leary. Leary's first swipe at the
ball was a miss hit but her
second was right on the mark.

squad is the sixth ranked team
in the nation while last year
they ended up being ranked
third in the country.
The competition will not get
any easier next week either.
UNH will play Connecticut on
Wednesday, currently the first
ranked team in the country.

· ----B
UCCI---<continued from page 19)
Balducci credits defensemen
Shelly Lively and Cathy
Sauchuk with her success.
"Without those guys, I don't
know what I'd be," Balducci
says. "'Shelly has saved my life
in net. She's like the Rock of
Gibralter, a goalie's dream.
And Cathy takes a lot of
Laurie Leary battles for the ball against a Providence opponent
· during Wednesday's 5-1 win. (Tim Skeer photo)

pressure off me, so I don't make
mistakes.'' ·
One of the toughest
positions, the goaltending job
does.n 't bother Balducci. "The
only feat I have is of making a
dumb rlay, not the fear of
physica harm. When I'm in the
game, I don 'l even th_in._k_alwJIJ _

it. I don't feel I should make
stupid mistakes."
UNH has five games
remaining to try to pull out a
respectable season. With
Robin Balducci in the net
stopping strokes of all kinds,
there's no better place to start.

GRIDffiON

-SOCCER-

•· (continued from page 20)

(continued from page 20)
cramps.
Oh the positive side, Mike
Pilot's goal was his third of the
season, making him the team
leader in that category.
The Wildcats are now 2-6-2,
and must now tangle with the
undefeated Plymouth State
Panthers who come to town on
Friday. Plymouth is the
number one ranked New
England team in Division III.
"Some people tell_ me ·
Plymouth could be better than
UConn," said Garber. "It could
be a very physical, aggressive
game, but we can beat'em."

The American Cancer
Society thanks you.

i
L~,!~~

SHARE
TIIECOSTOF

®

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY.

y:

*********

THE TIN PALACE
FOOD & DRINK

It's a complex paper, written in UNH's code,
comprised of numerous plays. Bowes keeps a copy
of it in his pocket during a game.
"It's extensive to start with," said Bowes,
referring to the game plan's length before new plays
are added. ''I'd say half these plays aren't run in a
particular game."
But used or not, effective or not and whether
UNH wins or loses, the process repeats itself each
Sunday for the following week's opponent. ·
It's a necessity comprised of complexities.
"It's complicated," said Bowes. "In the past,
we've even computerized things."

7

KEEP UP WITH SPORTS ACTION
ON OUR BIG SCREEN T.V.!

College Football
Celtics/ Bruins

a

.

.

Capitol's low fares

"What a break!
Wherever we~ we have the lowest
unrestricted fares. That means no advance
purchase, no minimum stay. We're always
glad to see you, even at the last minute.
Make up your mind today- and by tomorrow, you're on your way!
For reservations and information, call
your Travel Agent or Capitol Air at 212883-0750 in New York Ci~ 312-347-0230 in
Chicago, 213-986-8445 in Los Angeles, 415956-8111 in San Francisco or 305-372-8000
in Miami. Outside these areas, please call
800-227-4865 (8-0-0-C-A-P-I-T-O-L) .

.

And ... Enjoy our -Subs and Pizza
Full Liquor License

SERVING THE PUBLIC FOR 36 YEARS
Gh1cago
.
*
* Boston
San Franc1sco*z?:
. LosAngefes*
Pholadel~{\y°'

-* Brussels
- * Frankfurt
----- *Zurich

\;??~/•~
-

·
···············
•,•.••:•:•:❖:;:;:::.:

11

Mtam,:~*

Puerto Plata*

San Juan

... .

---QJ.iiOLA12
1llE LOWEST FARE

******************
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Ken Kaplan: a firm grip on life and football
By Dave Kass
Ken· Kaplan is sitting
motionless at the top of the
empty stands in Cowell #
Stadium. He is comtemplating
the immediate future. He looks
down at the football field-his
home on Saturday afternoons
for the past four years. He
walks down to the edge of the
stadium grass. He kneels down,
rips up a handful of the surface
and squeezes it firmly in his
grasp.
"It would really be nice to
win our _ remaining four
football games," says the twotime All-Yankee Conference
tackle for UNH. "Three of
them are played on this field
and we 're pretty tough to beat
at home. We've got the talent,

Kaplan does his work.
Kaplan earned a full football
scholarship as a sophomore
and wa~ quickly recognized as
one of the top linemen in the
East, being named to .the All-

New England-squad in 1980.
"Individual honors are not
what I'm shooting for,"
explains Kaplan. "I'm hoping for a future in football after
college and the only way to

"I really didn't have a very
good game against Lehigh last
week," said Kaplan. "But, I
know that I'm going to come
back and play the rest of the
season with intensity. I have to
be a leader out there and I have
to . set an example for the
younger guys on the team. I am
• a senior and I want them to be
winners. There is no room for
losers in this game."
With the Wildcat record
· currently· at 3-3, Kaplan !lopes
to help guide UNH to a Yankee
Conference championship.
Maine, Rhode Island and
Massachusettes are the
- remaining conference games.
"We have always talked and
talked about winning a
championship. But that is all

attain that goal is to go out each
Saturday and show that I have
the talent. Winning is the most
important part of a team, and
I'm only contributing to that
victory, not~oi~git_~ll myself.~•

it's just n matter of putting it all

together in a great game."
His 6-4, 265-pound frame
would lead one to believe that
Kaplan is rough and tough at
all times, both on and off the
football field. But, he is a softhearted, intelligent, extremely
shy young man who keeps a
positive attitude toward life,
and a very serious outlook on
football.
At UNH, Kaplan has been
the starting right offensive
tackle for. the past four years.
As a freshman, he redshirted
hoping he would develop his
physique and master the skills
he would need to intimidate
opposing players.
His responsibilities don't
bring all the recognition that
other positions receive. He is
the blood and guts, the man _
who sticks his nose in opposing
player's faces and often slams
them into the turf on the very
same play. It is said "that a
football game is won in the
trenches" and that is where

we hayc done. The ta.lking is

over, now it's time to go out
and win the rest of our games."
A native of Brockton, Mass.,
Kaplan never thought a future
in professional football would
be his immediate goal since he
really only became involved in
the sport after he left high
school.
He relies on his'
strength, .·foot ·quickness· aridoverall knowledge of the game
to outplay his opponents.
"Now that college football is
coming to an end for me, I can
only remember the times when
I thought I would never be ·
. good enough to make it," said
Kaplan. "All the hard work,
hours in the weight room and
running. It was all worth it."

UNH heats
Friars, 5-1

Two time All Yankee Conference tackle Ken Kaplan manhandles another opponent. (Tim
Skeer photo)
·

By Todd Balf
It's almost a shame the UNH
women's field hockey team had
to use all five of its goals scored
in Wednesday's win over
hockey team, with 21 goals and never seen a better goalie. In Providence. Only if the
9 assists.
my opinion, she doesn't have Wildcats could just spread
Over the summer, Balducci any weaknesses. Robin's so them around a bit. After all
did a lot of lifting and running, cool, so poised under pressure, their 5-1 victory Wednesday ·
losing IO pounds.
she never gets rattled."
resulted in more goals than
"I knew Mrs. Rilling (UNH
Rilling recalls a scene earlier · UNH has scored all season.
head coach) was going to this y~ar following the Old
Things didn't look like they'd
expect me to produce," she Dominion game, which UNH turn out so rosy when the
says. ''She doesn't accept lost 5-0 to _the national power. Friars put the host UNH squad
anyting less than 100 percent. "Their coach, who is captain of on the defensive with 16
She makes you buckle down the U.S. Olympic team, came minutes gone in the first half.
and better yourself. I owe a lot over to me and said how great That's when Providence's
of my success this year to her." she thought Robin was. She Monica Glynn deflected a mid. Rilling thinks otherwise. "I said Robin played really well, air shot past goaltender Robin _
don't feel she's as great as she is which is quite a compliment, Balducci.
because of me. She's done it because she (the other coach)
But the Wildcats recovered
herself."
has seen some of the finest quickly, and just three minutes
"She's the best we've ever goalies in the world."
later Mary Ellen Cullinane
had," continued Rilling, who's
In addition to Rilling,
scored off penalty comer by
been at UNH for 16 years. "The BALDUCCI, page 18
Laurie Leary to leave the game
way she's playing now, I've
deadlocked at halftime.
Then the explostion came.
First it was tri-captain Joan
Mc Williams. The senior alertly
fired a ball, that was lying in the
crease, into the net at the five
minute mark.
Sophomore Barbara Marois
apparently liked what she saw
The UNH women's gymnastic team will perform its annual
and proceeded to score the next
Gymnastics Showcase today at 7 pm in the Field House.
two goals of the game. The
The traditional preseason show will be put on by the UNH
goals
were her first two of the
gymnastics team, along with members of the U Mass men's
season.
team and gymnasts from the Montvale School of Gymnastics
Again off a penalty corner,
in Woburn, Mass.
Ma-rois got a hard_shot off from
Eight members return from last year's 11-1 UNH
the top of the circle. The ball
gymnastics team that finished second in the Northeast
bounced off the stick of a
Championship. Four All-East gymnasts, including coProvidence player, banged off
captain Lucia Cancelmo, Diane Carlin, Laura Cavanaugh
her head and somehow made
and Jayne Dean will perform tonight.
its way into the net.
Admission is $3 for adults, $2 fof students and$ I for UNH
Her second goal was a little
students with and [D.
HOCKEY, page 18

Balducci saves the day for UNH stickwoman
By Kent Cherrington
Robin Balducci is a stroke
ahead of her opponents.
The small, 5'2" junior on the
UNH women's field hockey
team has blossomed into an
outstanding goalie, possibly
the best. ·
And her strongesl asset has
been one of the most difficult
facets of the game, saving a
goal on a stroke. In such oneon-one confrontations, a
stroke gives the advantage to
the offense. But lately, Balducci
has been making a habit of
denying the opponents the
goal.
UNH's only goalie, Balducci
has played every minute of
every game. In 12 games, she
has a .746 goals against
average, allowing only nine
goals and saving 92 percent of
opponent's shots. She has eight"
·shutouts in 12 games, including
a triple overtime masterpiece
over West Chester.
"The key to it is timing,"says
Balducci. "You've got to get a
jump on the player's shot,
moving with the shot rather
than standing back and
reacting."
In the West Chester contest,
the game was scoreless at the
end of regulation time. The two
teams played the usual two
seven and one half minute
overtimes; and they were still
scoreless. In the third overtime,
Balducci turned away all three
penalty strokes, allowing UNH

to win, 1-0.
"I1l take a stroke (penalty
shot) any day," says Balducci,
who is also t'1e fourth leading
scorer on the UNH ice hockey
team. "I'll tell my teammates to
take anything, too. I feel I can
stop a stroke. I count on my
agility, and it's paid off."
Success is nothing new to
Balducci. In four years of high
school in Milford, Mass., she
earned 11 out of a possible 12
varsity letters in field hockey,
basketball and softball, and
won two MVP awards. Her success didn't stop there.
In her freshman year at UNH,
Balducci split the field hockey
goaltending duties with
freshman Deb Cram. The
Wildcats went undefeated that
year(during the regular season)
and finished seventh in the
nation.
As soon as field hockey
ended that season, Robin
stepped onto the ice at Snively
Arena for ice hockey practice.
That team also went
undefeated, and they won the
EAIA W tournament for the
second year in a row. Balducci
was the fourth-leading scorer
with 2 l goals and 18 assists.
By the middle of last season,
Balducci had become the field
hockey team's top goaltender.
She played in 14 of UNH's 20
games, and compiled a .57
goals against average with five
shutouts. She was again the
!ourtl!_-leading scorer on the ice

a
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Sports
By Steve Damish

The complexity of
gridiron warfare
It can accurately be described as a type of
warfare, this preparation that takes place in the two
opposing football staffs.
A type of warfare because each side spends hours
analyzing films of the other side in action. A type of
wdifcuc bc\;dU1)c afu::1 · the films have been
.. statistically dissected, each side uses its personal
code to formulate a plan of attack.
That's where simplicity ends, for this warfare,
this planning, is highly complex. Mathematics are
involved. Odds are minimized.
"It's scientific, there are no two ways about it,"
said UNH coach Bill Bowes. "It's not just the xs
and os."
.
For UNH's game against Northeastern
tomorrow, the UNH coaching staff met last Sunday
at noon, as they do every Sunday, to watch the
Huskies on film and to go over the film of UNH's
previous game.
The coaches spend the first two to three hours
"grading" the play of UNH; looking at each play,at
each player..
"We grade each kid with a plus or a minus," said
Bowes, "according to whether he does his job or he
doesn't do his job. We break it (film) down to where
the other team either runs to him, away from him,
or passes."
·
Statistics are tabulated to see if each player did or
did not fulfill his role. Plusses are compared to
minuses. Good is compared to bad. Decisions are
made.
The warfare continues.
Time for another film analysis. The next three or
four hours are spent looking at Northeastern. At its
offense, at its defense, at its special teams.
The study of these films is even more complex, .
with the field being divided into zones, the downs
all categorized and the players examined.
The coaches watch for trends, for tendencies.
What plays are called in what zones. What players
execute what plays better. What defense
Northeastern uses against what offense. When they
do what they do.
"You're talking about every play basically," said
Bowes. "If you have three fiJms, you got to do it for
all three. Then you talk."
The hours of analysis becomes pages of data;
data that conglomerates into? game plan that's put
together Monday morning. In the case of
Northeaste£_~- UNH h_as a five-page game plan.
GRIDIRON, ,page 18

FINGER TIP CONTROL - UNH wide receiver Bill Peach makes a great diving catch in
action against Lehigh last week. The Wildcats host Northeastern tomorrow at 1:30 p.~.(Tim
Skeer photo)

Hooters 13 seconds from victory
By Ray Routhier
Another overtime game.
Another tie.
Keene State's John McCully
headed a crossed ball into the
UNH goal with .13 seconds left
in regulation time to tie the
game at one a piece Tuesday in
Keene.
The Wildcats had control of
the ball with 50 seconds left,
leading 1-0. UNH goalie
George Gaillardetz threw the
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The Old Grad shot down another guest last week by trouncing our ace in the hole Mike
Bruckner, assistant sports information director. But this week's guest is the real McCoy and no
doubt will make the Old Grad finally hand over some cash to the 100 Club. He is Ron Meyer,
head coach of the New England Patriots.

·· -

ball in but it was quickly kicked
Afterwards, some players
out by a KSC player.
said it was UNH's worst
UNH now had a throw in, perforn1ance all season. The
with the clock still running and Owl's offense just kept
victory seemed assured. attacking, pressing especially
Suddenly, a Wildcat received a hard late in the ball game.
charging penalty, giving Keene
"They must have crossed the
a direct kick. The ball was ball eight times in the last five
kicked out to the wing who minutes," said Garber.
alertly crossed it in front of the
After tying the game with I 3
net, where it ws headed in by seconds left, Keene State had
McCully.
the momentum on their side
UNH dominated the first 15 entering the overtime periods.
minutes of the game, but the The Owls had several very good
rest belonged to Keene. "We chances to score, but they were
could have blown them out of stopped time after time by the
the park," said assistant coach outstanding goaltending of coTed Garber. "We could have captain George Gaillardetz,
scored seven goals in that who totalled I I ·saves in the
game."
game.
The Wildcat offense set up
The Wildcats had but one
several good scoring opportun- golden opportunity in the
ities early in the ball game. overtimes. Steve Bracy took a
Four times they put the ball in clean, hard shot at the net that
the crease and twice they had sailed just inches over the cross
breakaways, but still only bar.
produced one goal.
This game was the third
On one crisp drive, UNH overtime contest for the
moved the ball downfield with • Wildcats in their last four
speed and efficiency. Freshman outings. They've tied two and
Adrian Pfisterer slapped a nice lost one.
pass to Mike Pilot. Pilot then
Right now the team is being
fired the ball over the head of hampered by minor injuries.
the Keene goaltender from
"John Moorman has stitches
about 18 yards out. So, 32 in his heel, but hopefully he'll
minutes info the ball game, be back for Plymouth," saip
UNH led the Owls, 1-0.
Garber. Also wounded in
Keene seemed to dominate battle are fullbacks Scott True
the flow of the game after (thigh), Kevin Reusch (knee)
UN H's goal. The Wildcats lost and goalie George Gaillardetz,
much of the skill and intensity who is suffering from leg
they had exhibited in early part
SOCCER, page 18
of the game.

